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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATED TO THE INSERVICE TESTING PROGRAM'S THIRD TEN-YEAR INTERVAL

COMMONWEALTH EDIS0N COMPANY
,

ZION NUCLEAR POWER STATION. UNITS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS 50-295 AND 50-304

1.0 INTR 00VCTI0ft{

i The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.55a, requires that inservice
| testing (IST) of certain Ameraican Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code

Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves be performed in accordance with Section XI
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (the Code) and applicable addenda,|

! except where alternatives have been authorized or relief has been requested by
! the licensee and granted by the Commission pursuant to Sections (a)(3)(i),
| (a)(3)(ii), or (f)(6)(i) of 10 CFR 50.55a. In proposing alternatives or
'

requesting relief, the licensee must demonstrate that: (1) the proposed
alternatives provide an acceptable level of quality and safety; (2) compliance
would result in hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase
in the level of quality and safety; or (3) conformance is impractical for its
facility. NRC guidance contained in Generic Letter (GL) 89-04, Guidance on,

! Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs, provides alternatives to the
Code requirements determined acceptable to the staff. Alternatives that
conform with the guidance in GL 89-04 may be implemented without additional
NRC approval. Relief requests that conform with GL 89-04 are not evaluated in
the Technical Evaluation Report (TER), though they have been reviewed to
determine conformance and any concerns identified by such reviews are
discussed in Section 5.0, "IST Program Recommended Action Items." Relief
Requests PR-03 and VR-04 are approved pursuant to GL 89-04 as they conform to
the guidance for Position 9 and Position 2, respectively, of Attachment 1 of
GL 89-04.

Section 10 CFR 50.55a authorizes the Commission to approve alternatives and to
grant relief from ASME Code requirements upon making the necessary findings.
The staff's findings with respect to authorizing alternatives and granting or
not granting the relief requested as part of the licensee's IST program are
contained in this Safety Evaluation (SE).

The 1989 Edition of the Code, Section XI, Subsections IWP and IWV, provide
that the rules for IST of pumps and valves shall meet the requirements set
forth in ASME Operatfons and Naintenance Standards Part 6 (OM-6), " Inservice
Testing of Pumps in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants," and Part 10 (OM-10),
" Inservice Testing of Valves in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants." The Zion
Nuclear Power Station IST Program is based on the requirements in the 1989
Edition of the Code.
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: The Zion Nuclear Power Station IST program covers the third ten-year IST
; interval for the Zion Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2. The third. ten-

year interval for Unit 1 began on December 31, 1993, and ends on December 30,
j 2003. For Unit 2, the third ten-year interval begins on September 14, 1994,

and ends on September 13, 2004.
,

!
2.0 EVALUATION *

.

.

| The staff, with technical assistance from Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL), has reviewed the information concerning inservice testing (IST) program i

.

submitted for the third ten-year intervals for the Zion Nuclear Power Station,
! Units 1 and 2, in a Commonwealth Edison Company (Ceco or the licensee) request
i for relief dated August 31, 1993. The staff adopts the evaluations and

recommendations for granting relief or authorizing alternatives contained in
.

the attached Technical Evaluation Report (TER), prepared by BNL. Table 1'

lists each relief request and the status of approval. The test deferrals of-

j valves, as allowed by 0M-10, were also reviewed. Results of the review are .

+provided in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 of the TER with recommendations for further
j review by the licensee for specific deferrals.
'

For the Zion Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2 IST program, relief is-
; granted from, or alternatives are authorized to, the testing requirements
1 which have been determined to be impractical to perform, where an' alternative
! provides an acceptable level of quality and safety, or where compliance would
' result in a hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in
{ quality or safety. Nine relief requests were granted provisionally or on an ,

interim basis and require additional action by the licensee as discussed in
Section 5.0 of the TER. Three relief requests were denied: (1) Relief

i Request VR-01 was denied because the proposed alternate testing of the safety
injection accumulator tank discharge check valves did not appear to conform
with the guidance provided in Generic Letter (GL) 89-04, Position 1, for

,

; testing with design basis flow rate cr verifying obtuator full stroke by a
; positive means;'(2) Relief Request VR-03 was denied because the proposed
; alternative to full stroke exercise the cold leg injection pressure isolation
! check valves by measuring total flow through multiple parallel lines may not
i identify a problem with an individual check valve; and (3) Relief Request VR-

4

! 09 was denied because the proposed alternative did not provide.a means to- !

) determine degradation in the containment spray pump cooling water solenoid J

; valves. The licensee should take action prior to performing the next
i regularly scheduled IST, or within 90 days .for tests performed quarterly, to j
i ensure that the testing of these components complies with the Code or to

develop additional justification for not complying with the Code (reference GL
: 91-18 for guidance on nonconforming conditions).
!

L The authorization of the alternative requested in Relief Request PR-02 for
; using root-mean-square for monitoring the vibration'of pumps is based on
j discussions and the approval of a Code Inquiry at the Operations and
i Maintenance meeting held March 8, 1994, in San Antonio, Texas. The Code
j Inquiry has not yet been published; however the ASME file number is OM94-2, as
4
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noted in Section 2.1 of the TER, and a copy may be obtained from ASME by
referencing this number. ~

BNL, using the Zion Nuclear Power Station Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report, conducted a scope review for the following Unit 1. systems against the
requirements of Section XI and the regulations: auxiliary feedwater, main
steam, reactor vessel head venting, containment spray, and service water. The
review revealed seven items that did not appear to be in compliance with the
Code requirements (see Section 5.2 of the TER). The licensee should review
these items, as well as other systems that might contain similar problems, and
revise the program as appropriate.

The IST program relief requests which are granted or authorized are acceptable
for implementation provided the action items identified in Section 5.0 of the
TER are addressed within one year of the date of the SE or by the end of the
next refueling outage, whichever is later. Additionally, the granting of
relief is based upon the fulfillment of any commitments made by the licensee

L in its basis for each relief request and the alternatives proposed.

Program changes involving new or revised relief requests should be submitted
to the staff for review. New or revised relief requests that meet the
positions stated in GL 89-04, Attachment 1, should be submitted to the staff
but may be implemented provided the guidance in GL 89-04, Section D, is l
followed. Program changes that add or delete components from the IST program )should also be periodically provided to the staff.

|,

| 3.0 CONCLUSION
!
; The Zion Nuclear Power Station requests for relief from the Code requirements
| have been reviewed by the staff with the assistance of its contractor, BNL.

The TER provides BNL's evaluation of these relief requests. The staff has
! reviewed the TER and concurs with the evaluations and recommendations for
| granting relief or authorizing alternatives. A summary of the relief request i

determinations is presented in Table 1. The authorizing of alternatives or.
| granting of relief is based upon the fulfillment of any commitments made by

the licensee in its basis for each relief request and the alternatives
proposed. The implementation of the IST program and relief requests is i

subject to inspection by the staff.

The staff has identified a number of generic deficiencies that affect plant
safety and have frequently appeared as IST programmatic weaknesses. These are

- addresse6 by Generic Letter 89-04. In that letter, the staff delineated
.

-
~

positions that dacribe deficiencies and explained alternatives to the ASME
Code that the it considers acceptable. If alternatives are implemented in
accordance with the relevant position in the generic letter, the staff has
determined that relief should be granted pursuant.to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(1)

| (now (f)(6)(i)) on the grounds that it is authorized by law, will not endanger
i life or property or the common defense and security, .and is otherwise in the

public interest. In making this determination, the staff has considered the
|
|

j
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public interest. In making this determination, the staff has considered the l
burden on the licensee that would result if the requirements were imposed. |.

For any relief granted pursuant to GL 89-04 the staff (with technical
assistance from BNL) has reviewed the information submitted by the licensee to
determine whether the proposed alternative follows the relevant position in

,

the generic letter. If an alternative conforms to a position of the generic I

letter, it is listed as having been approved pursuant to GL 89-04 in Table 1
of the SE. Any anomalies in the relief request are addressed in the TER and
identified in Table 1.

The licensee should refer to the TER, Section 5.0, for a discussion of *

recommendations identified during the review. The licensee should address ;

each recommendation in accordance with the guidance therein. The IST program |
relief requests are acceptable for implementation provided the action items i
identified in Section 5.0 of the TER are addressed within one year of the date !
of this SE or by the end of the next refueling outage, whichever is later.
The licensee should inform the staff within one year of the date of this SE of
the actions taken, actions in progress, or actions to be taken, to address
each of these items.

The staff concludes that the relief requests as evaluated and modified by this
SE will provide reasonable assurance of the operational readiness of the pumps
and valves to perform their safety-related functions. The staff has
determined that granting relief pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a (f)(6)(i) and
authorizing alternatives pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a (a)(3)(i) or (a)(3)(ii) is i

authorized by law and will not endanger life or property, or the common I

defense and security and is otherwise in the public interest. In making this !
determination, the staff has considered the impracticality of performing the
required testing and the burden on the licensee if the requirements were
imposed.

Attachment:
Table 1

Principal Contributors: Patricia Campbell and Joseph Colaccino,

Date: May 6, 1994

'
.
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SE Table 1 - Summary of Relief Requests
Zion Generating Station, Units 1 and 2

Reitef Re- TER Section XI Requirement Equipment Proposed A!!emate NRC Action

Identfication Method of Testing
quest No. Sect.

PR ot 2.2.1 OM Part 6,15.1, test frecuency Unit 1 and 2 Service Perform tests during refueling Rehet granted in accordanc6

Water Pumps outages and during scheduled cold wth $50.55a(f)(6)(i) with
shutdowns. provisions.

PR-n2 2.1.1 OM Part 6,15.2(d) and Table 2 Unit 1 and 2 Safety Use RMS in lieu of peak Alternative aui! sized in

vtoration measurement injection, Containment measurements. Muttiply the accordance with

Spray, Component acceptance enteria by .707. $50.55a(a)(3)(i).

Cooling AFW, RHR, SW,

,

and Charging Pumps

OM Part 6,14.6.1.2(a), application of Unit 1 and 2 RHR Pumps Use only a minimum acceptance Retief granted in accordance
cnteria for quarterly test using the with GL 8944. Positon 9.PR43

flowrate acceptance enteria minimum tiow line. Comply with the
quarterty. Code acceptance criteria during

cold shutdown ' substantial test.*

PR44 2.3.1 OM Part 6, Table 3a and 16.1, Unrt 1 and 2 Containment Delete required alert and required Alternative authortzed in

vibration acceptance criteria Spray Pumps action absolute vibration limits. accordance with

Perform maintenance on flexible $50.55a(a)(3)(ii).
coupling and vibration spectrum
analysis.

PROS 2.2.2 Part 6,14.4, measurementof Unit 1 and 2 Service Use brake horsepv-sr as required Relief granted in ac.c.urdance

Sowrate following maintenance Water Pumps test quantity following pump with $50.55a(f)(6)(i), with

maintenance. Perform flow test provisions.
during scheduled cold shutdown.

PR-06 2.4.1 OM Part 6,15.2, measurementof Unit 1 and 2 AFW Pumps Set the reference flowrate with a Attemative autteized in
accordance with12.17% tolerance.parameters at a fixed reference $50.55a(a)(3)(ii).

value

PR-07 2.5.1 OM Part 6,15.2, measurement of Untt 1 and 2 Safety Set the reference flowrate with a Relist granted in accordance

parameters at a fixed refe/ence injection Pumps 110% tolerance
with $50.55a(t)(c)(i), for an

s
interim period.'

value >

a
r

a
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SE Ttble 1 - Summtry cf R3tief Requwta
Zion G:nerating Station, Units 1 end 2

s

,

i Rehet Re- TER Section XI Requirement Equipment Proposed Attemate NRC Action

Identification Method of Testing
quest No. Sect.

PR48 2.6.1 OM Part 6,15.2. measurementof Unit 1 and 2 Component Set the reference flowrate wth a Attematve authonzed in

parameters at a ftzed reference Cookng Water Pumps 12.63% tolerance. accordance with
$50.55a(a)(3)(il).value

PR49 2.7.1 OM Part 6.15.2. measurementof Urut 1 and 2 Charging Set the reference flowrate wth a Attematrve authorized in

parameters at a fixed reference Pumps 15.56% tolerance. accordance wth
$50.55a(a)(3)(d).value

PR-10 2.2.3 OM Part 6,15.2(b) measurementof Urut 1 and 2 Service Set the reference flowrate w:th a Relief granted in accordance ,
'

parameters at a fixed reference Water Pumps 15% tolerance. with $50.5Sa(f)(6)(i), for an
interirn period.

value

VR-01 3.1.1 OM Part 10. 14.3.2 test frequency SI Accumuistor Tank Test one valve each refuehng Rehef denied. ;

:
Discharge Check Valves, outage using a reduced pressure '

1(2)S18948A B. C. D and test.
1(2)Sie956A , B. C. D

s

VR42 3.2.1 OM Part 10.14.3 2 full-flow test Charging Pumps Use pump curve to determine flow Rehef granted in accordance

method Minimum Flow Vatves, through valves. with $50.55a(f)(6)(i) for an

1(2}VC8542 A and B intenm penod
i

VR43 3.1.2 OM Part to.14.3.2. full-flow test RHR Cold Leg injection Full flow exercise by ensuring total Rehef denied. .

*

method. PlVs.1(2)S19001 A B. C. D flowrate does not change during

and 1(2)S!9002A B. C. D refueling outages. Partial-stroke
exercise during cold shutdowns.

s

VR-04 OM Part to.14.3.2.1. test frequency Miscellaneous Check Sample disassembly and inspection Relief granted in scwd ace
Valves of valves during refueling outages. with Generic Letter 8944

Position 2.

VR45 3.3.1 OM Part 10.14.3.2 Venfication of Steam Supply to AFW Pursue acoustic monitoring at Relief granted in accordance

closure capabihty quarterfy Pump Turbine Check refueling outages. with $50.55a(f)(6)(i), for an

Valves 1(2)MS 0006 and intenm penod. ;

7 ?'

VR-06 3.1.3 OM Part 10,14.1 remote Ne Containment Recirculation Verify one valve eAch refue!!ng Altematve authorized in

position indication venfication Sump Isolation Valves, outage (every.18 months). accordance wth

frequency 1(2)MOV4!8811 A and B $50.55a(a)(3)(ii), with'

provisions.

VR-07 3.1.4 OM Part 10.14.3.2.4(a), individual High Head St Header Verify pairs of vafves are closed by Relief granted in accordance

valve obturator movement RCS isolaton Vatwes, monitoring upstream pressure. with $50.55a(f)(61(i), with

venfication 1(2)Sl8900A. B. C. D and
provisions.

1(2)Sl9032.

_ _ _ _ - _ . _ _______________ ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SE TCble 1 - Summary of Rollef Requests
Zion Generating Station, Units 1 and 2

~
.

Relief Re- TER Sectkm XI Requirement Equipment Proposed Artemale NRC Action
quest No. Sect. Identincation Method of Teshng

VRM 3.2.2 OM Part 10.14.3.2.4(a), individual RCP Seal Injectum Check Leak test pairs of valves in series Rehet granted in accordance
valve obturator movement Valves.1(2)VC8367A, B, during refueling outages. with $50.55a(f)(6)(i).with
venScation C; 1(2}VC836D. provisions.

1(2)VC8375A, 8, C, D

VR49 3.4.1 OM Part 10.14 2.1.2, quarterly CS Pumps' Cooling Water Venfy Sowrate through valves is Rehef derned.
measurementof valve stroke times. SolenoK! Valves.1(2)SOV- within a certain range.

SWO153
r

.

t

i
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ABSTRACT |
,

This report presents the results of Brookhaven National Laboratory's evaluation of the relief
requests, deferred testing justifications and, for selected systems, a review of the scope of the Zion-
Nuclear Generating Station Units 1 and 2's ASME Section XI Pump and Valve inservice Testing
Program. I
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Technical Evaluation Report
Pump and Valve Inservice Testing Program

Zion Station Units 1 and 2

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Contained herein is a technical evaluation of ASME Section XI pump and valve inservice testing (IST)
program submitu d by Commonwealth Edison Company for its Zion Nuclear Generating Station Units
1 and 2. The Zion Plants are Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) that began commercial

operation in December 1973 (Unit 1) and Rptember 1974 (Unit 2).

Commenwealth Edison Company submitted Revision 6/93 of the Third Ten-Year Interval Insenice
Testing Program on August 31,1993. This program revision supersedes all previous submittals. The
third ten year inte tval will commence J une 1994, as allowed by Section XI, IWA-2430(d). The licensee
states that this program is based on the requirements of the 1989 Edition of the ASME Section XI Code.

.-

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,650.55a f(f) requires that inservice testing of ASME Code
Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable addenda, except where specific relief has been requested by the
licensee and granted by the commission pursuant to $50.55a f(a)(3)(i), (a)(3)(ii), or (f)(6)(i). Section
50.55a T(f)(4)(iv) provides that inservice testing of pumps and valves may meet the requirements set forth

' in subsequent editions and addenda that are incorporated by reference in paragraph (b) of $50.55a,
subject to the lhnitations and modifications listed, and subject to Commission approval. In rulemaking
to 10CFR50.55a, effective September 8,1992 (see Federal Recister. Vol. 57, No.152, page 34666), the
1989 Edition of ASME Section XI was incorporated into paragraph (b) of f 50.55a. The 1989 Edition
provides that the rules for insenice testing of pumps and valves are as specified in ASME/ ANSI OMa-
1988 Part 6 and 10, respectively.

The review of the relief requests was performed utilizing the Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.6,
"Insenice Testing of Pumps and Valves"; Generic Letter No. 89-04," Guidance on Developing Acceptable
Insenice Testing Progsams;" the Minutes of the Puolic Meeting on Generic Letter 89-04, dated October
25,1989; and Draft NUREG-1482," Guidelines for Inservice Testing at Nuclear Power Plants." The IST i

i
Program requirements apply only to component (i.e., pump and valve) testing and are not intended to '

provide a basis to change the licensee's current Technical Specifications for system test requirements.

Section 2 of this report presents the nine pump relief requests and Brookhaven National Laboratory's
(BNL) evaluation. Similar information is presented in Section 3 for eight relief requests for the valve
testing program. The two relief requests that are authorized by Generic Letter 89-04 are not speci5cally
evaluated in this Technical Evaluation Report. However, any anomalies associated with the relief
requests are addressed in Section 5 of the report.

Section 4 contains the evaluation of Commonwealth Edison Company's iustifications to defer valve testing
to cold shutdowns and refueling outages. Section 5 summarizes the recommended actions for the
licensee, resulting from these evalu tions herein, and the review of the IST Program scope for selected
systems. BNL recommends that the licensee resolve these items in accordance with the evaluations,
conclusions, and guidelines presented in this report.

.
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i 2.0 PUMP IST PROGRAM RELIEF REQUESTS
l

!

In accordance with 950.55a, Commonwealth Edison Company has submitted ten relief requests for pumps
at the Zion Station, Unit I and 2 which are subject to inservice testing under the requirements of ASME
Section XI. One pump relief request (PR-03) was authorized by Generic Letter 89-04, and is not

j
included in this Section. The relief requests not authorized by Generic Letter 89-04 have been reviewedj

|
to verify their technical basis and determine their acceptability. These nine relief requests, along with
the technical evaluaticn by BNL, are summarized below.

2.1 Generic Pump Relief Reauests

2.1.1 Relief Request Number: PR 02

Relief Request: The licensee requests relief from OM Part 6, T 5.2(d) and Table 2, " Inservice Test
Parameters," which states that for vibration measurements, if velocity measurements are used, they shall

|

be peak for the Component Cooling (0CC003 through 7), Containment Spray (1(2)CS001 through 3),'

Auxiliary Feedwater (1(2)FW004 through 6), Residual Heat Removal (1(2)RH001 an,d 2), Safety

| Injection (1(2)S1003 and 4), Service Water (1(2)SW001 through 3), and Charging (1(2)VC00,6 and 7)
.

! pumps.

Proposed Alternate Testing: Vibration measurements will be taken in Root Mean Square (RMS)in lieu

| of peak. Ranges for all centrifugal and vertical line shaft pumps, except for 1(2)CS003 which are
explained in Relief Request PR-04,with pump speed greater than or equal to 600 rpm will be as follows:

1 Acceptable Range: <2.5 Vr
| Aler: Re.nge: 2.5 Vr to 6 Vr or .23 in/sec RMS

Required Action Range: > 6 Vr or .49 in/sec RMS

Vr is the vibration reference value in in/sec RMS.

Licensee's Basis for Relief The licensee states: " Zion Station proposes to take vibration velocity
measurements in Root Mean Square (RMS), as an alternative to measurements being taken in peak.
The European standard of reporting vibration measurements is in RMS. The North American standard
of measuring vibration is in peak. Experts have written that RMS is a quantity most representative of
component condition. Zion has had a long history of monitoring pump vibrations and these past
measurements have been in RMS. Zion has found RMS to be an appropriate means 'for monitoring
pump vibration. With RMS, Zion has been able to identify vibration-induced problems vilth pomps and
has taken appropriate corrective actions prior to failure.

There are several attributes to taking vibration measurements in RMS. RMS is a measure of'the
effective energy used to produce the vibration of the machine. RMS has a direct relationship to the
power content of the vibrations. RMS provides a better indication of overall vibration severity since
RMS measurements take all vibration peaks into account over a given time period.

Peak measurements are useful for pure harmonic vibration. For other types of vibration, peak
measurements may not be as effective because they are based only on the highest instantaneous peak
vibration amplitude. Zion's pumps do not experience pure harmonic vibration the majority of the time.
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The IST pumps are a small subset of Zion's overall rotating equipment currently monitored as part of
Zion's Vibration Program. The Vibration Program currently uses RMS values as the standard
measurement parameter for all machines measured.

Conducting future vibration measurements in peak instead of RMS would result in establishing and
maintaining 2 different vibration standards. Zion would be required to perform the arduous tasks of
administration and implementation of procedure changes (>50); to retrain vibration test personnel to
recognize which equipment required RMS and peak; and to monitor through analysis and evaluation 2

| sets of data in either RMS or peak for the entire pump / motor combination.

:
Zion has developed alert and action limits in in/sec RMS calculated with the .707 multiplier. This would
provide for the absolute limiting values of the Alert Range >0.23 in/sec RMS in lieu of the >.325 in/sec
of Part 6 and the Required Action Range 0.49 in/sec RMS in lieu of the 0.70 in/sec peak. The reference
value multipliers of 2.5 and 6 for Alert and Required Action would remain unchanged. Zion StationI

meets the other requirements for vibration measurements contained in the Code (except for pumps
1(2)CS003 which have the exceptions explained in Relief Request PR-04)."

As the licensee has stated, the United States standards generally use vibration rh'easurementsEvaluation:
in peak or peak-to-peak, while European standards use RMS. OM Part 6,15.2(d) requires vibration
velocity measurements to be broad band (unfiltered) and peak. The licensee has stated that " Experts
have written that RMS is a quantity most representative of component condition," without reference to
the " experts." The root-mean-square measurement is the total area beneath the vibratory curve, i.e.,

,

_

T'

IRMS= _ v(t)2dt .

b
J

,

It is calculated by a circuit which square the instantaneous amplitude, sums it over time, averages the
result, and then computes the square root of that value. The peak measurement is the absolute highest
amplitude reading over a given period of time. The issue between using peak or RMS vibration
measurements is whether the measurement "should be responsive to non-sinusoidal, high frequency
impact excitation (true peak) or to low frequency energy (RMS)." Based on our literature review, there
does not appear to be an industry consensus that RMS readings provide a better indicator of pump
condition.

RMS is the unit in which electronic instruments measure amplitude of sine waves. the RMS is a
measure of the energy content of the sine wave and is equal to 0.707 (sine of 45") multiplied by the peak

;

- (for pure sine waves). Besides sine waves, which are pure tones, there are two other types of vibrations:
(1) random, such as tones caused by friction, and (2) shock pulses, such as tones caused by impacts.
True peak values may be far greater than 1.414 (1/ sine 45*) times RMS. The recently published ASME
Guide titled " Vibration Monitoring of Rotating Equipment in Nuclear Power Plants," Part 14 (Reference
13), states that RMS amplitudes "are useful for varying amplitudes but tend to mask impact signals.".

Vibration consultant James Berry, of Technical Associates of Charlotte, Inc. (Reference 14) states, "The
real disparity between true peak and true RMS readings occurs when problems such as rolling element
bearing wear, a worn or broken gear tooth, cavitation, rub, or other problems which may involve impact
are present. In these cases, the time waveform can show pronounced spikes which tend to smooth out'

and then reoccur when the impact event takes place. In essence, RMS measurements tend to average

,the " energy under the curve" whereas true peak or true peak to-peak measurements will measure the total

3
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height travelled." Bentley Nevada, a supplier of peak-to-peak vibration instruments, in a paper titled
" Understanding Vibration Measurement" (Reference 15), "strongly recommends use of the zero-peak
measurement... zen >to-peak is synonymous with true pe.ak.... Diagnostic instruments need a broadband
high speed response to capture as much information from the signal as possible, to provide a machinery
diagnostic engineer with the data necessary to diagnose machinery and instntmentation faults."

One source (Reference 16) recommended using both RMS and peak measurements to assess pump
condition. "The rule of thumb then is to use either RMS measurements or RMS measurements
multiplied by a conversion factor at low frequencies at which damage is largely a function of the energy
being put into the system. Use true peak measurements at high frequencies to detect defects that
indicate impacts and potential problems". A number of sources (References 14,16, and 17) state that

] when most analyzers measure vibration, the readings are in RMS and are simply multiplied by 1.414 for
converting to peak measurements.

The ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Committees have recently considered the use of RMS in
lieu of peak'. Section XI, prior to the 1988 Addenda, required that vibration be ' read' in peak-to-peak.
This could be interpreted to mean that it is acceptable to measure RMS, convert it to peak-to-peak, and
read it as peak-to-peak. OM Part 6 removed this ambiguity and requires vibration to be measured in
peak or peak-to-peak. Newer digital equipment now measures directly in peak. The ten-year update
required by 10CFR50.55a of the ISI and IST programs reDects the need for licensees to incorporate new !

technologies inwrporated into the Codes. However, there is continuing debate within the Code f

committees on whether the use of RMS measurements is acceptable for determining the operational
readiness of pumps. A Code inquiry has been submitted (ASME file #OM194-2). The Code committees
have recently clarified the intent of the Code, which is to allow the use of a calculated peak (based on
a mathematical moversion of RMS).

Based on the ASME Code interpretation, the use of RMS is considered equivalent to the use of the
Code required peak measurements. Therefore, it is recommended that the alternative be authorized in
accordance with 10CFR50.55a(a)(3)(i). |

i

2.2 Service Water Pumps,1(2)SW001,2,3

2.2.1 Relief Request Number: PR-01,

ReliefRequest: The licensee requests relief from OM Part 6,15.1, which requires that an inservice test
be run nominally cuery 3 months during normal plant operation. _

Proposed Alternae Testing: " Inservice testing on the SW pumps can be performed during refueling
outages and during scheduled cold shutdowns. The testing need not be performed more often than o,nce
every 3 months if conditions permit. This alternative will provide reasonable assurance of continued
operational readiness."

Licensee's Basisfer Relief: The licensee states: " Permanent flow instrumentation is installed on the
common discharge headers for the Service Water (SW) pumps on both units. Flow instrumentation
could not be installed on the individual discharge lines because the plant design did not provide a
sufficient length of straight pipe needed to obtain accurate Dow measurements. In order to test the
pumps individuaDy, two of the SW pumps on the Unit being tested must be secured and the cross-tie
valves between units must be closed.

4
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Additionally, pressure switches located on the common unit supply headers will auto start an idle pump
if the header pressure drops below the setpoint. The low pressure needed to cause an auto start occurs
when both units are at power, cross-tie valves closed, and only one pump supplying a unit. Auto start
of the idle pump will then result in the flow from both units being monitored by the common flow
instrument. The auto start function is designed to maintain header pressure above the minimum design
for service water during a Design Basis Event.

Individually Dow ttsting the SW pumps at normal plant operation would jeopardize safety. Per UFSAR
Section 9.2.1, two SW pumps per Unit are required during normal plant operations to provide adequate
cooling. During normal plant operations, operating the syst em as required for individual quarterly testing ,

|
of the SW pumps would violate the SW system design requirements described in the UFSAR and place

|
the plant in an unsafe operating condition."

|

Evaluation: At Zion, service water is provided by six vertical turbine pumps which feed two separate
main supply headers (one header per unit, three pumps per header). The headers are crosstied so any
combination of pumps can serve both units under normal operating conditions. As stated in UFSAR I

i

Section 9.2.1, normal operation requires two pumps for each unit, with the third pump serving as stand-
by. During emergency shutdown and accident conditions, one pump is required for eacfi unit,.

The licensee states that permanent flow instrumentation is installed on the common discharge headers,
J

but not on the individual pump discharge lines, due to the lack of suf5cient length of straight pipe
needed to obtain accurate flow measurements. A review of P&lD M-32 Sheets 1 and 4, Diagram of
Senice Water Zion Station Unit 1 and 2, confirms the absence ofindividual pump discharge flow meters.

I

The licensee states that individual pump flow testing would jeopardize plant safety, and would require
that 2 of the 3 pumps be secured, and the cross-tie valves between units closed.

In lieu of the quarterly flow testing as required by OM Part 6 5 5.1, the licensee has proposed testing the
pumps during refueling outages and cold shutdowns, but not more frequently than once every three
months if conditions permit. As stated in Table 3.1-1 Units 1 and 2 Pumps insenice Testing Plan
Listing, the licensee intends to take differential pressure, flow, and vibration measurements during these
tests. The NRC has previously provided guidance (Generic Letter 89-04, Position 9) that an increased
interval for measuring flow may be an acceptable alternative to the Code requirements, provided that
pump differential pressure, flow rate, and bearing vibration measurements are taken during this deferred
testing, and that quarterly testing including measuring at least pump differential pressure and vibration
is continued. The licensee has not discussed measuring pump differential pressure and vibration
quarterly in accordance with the Code. Deferring all measurements to the cold shutdown or refueling
outage frequency provides no means to assure pump operability quarterly. However, bas'ed upon relief
request PR-05, it appears that brake horsepower, differential pressure, and vibration will be measured

I quarterly. ,

I

Meeting the Code requirements to r- tsure flow quarterly would present a burden to the licenseei

necessitating extensive plant modificaoons and an extended outage to install individual pump flow
meters. Based on the impracticality of meeting Code requirements given the existing plant configuration,
and the altcenative providing an acceptable level of quality and safety,it is recommended that relief to

,

measure flow during refuelings or cold shutdowns be granted in accordance with 950.55a f(f)(6)(i),
provided that the licensee measures vibration and differential pressure quarterly in accordance with the
Code.

i
*
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2.2.2 Relief Request Number: PR-05

Relief Request: The licensee requests relief from measuring individual pump Dow rates following
,

! maintenance as required by OM Part 6,14.4, "Effect of Pump Replacement, Repair, and Routine
Senicing on Reference Values."

Proposed Alternate Testing: "The proposed alternative would only be necessary during power operation
after a SW pump has been replaced, repaired, or serviced where reference value(s) may have been !

affected. Zion considers this maintenance to be infrequem during power operation. Therefore, this test |
methodology may be performed only on those rare occasions.

'

When a pump has been serviced offsite where reference values may have been affected, the OEM or
equivalent test facility will test the pump. Pump head, Dow, and brake horsepower will be measured to
establish a new combination pump and motor characteristic curve. As part of this test, data will be taken
at the previous IST flow reference value. The corresponding head and brake horsepower will be
considered the " previous" (Subarticle 4.4) reference test quantities to be used with the first inservice test

;

at Zion Station. ,

When a pump has been serviced on site where reference values may have been affec'ted, the'

corresponding head and brake horsepower at the previous IST reference values from the latest
combination pump and motor characteristic curve will be considered the " previous" (Subarticle 4.4)
reference test quantities to be used with the first inservice test at Zion Station.'

Following installation of a replaced, repaired, or serviced pump off-site or on-site where reference values
may have been affected, Zion will perform an insenice test at power. Zion will use brake horsepower
as a required test quantity. Flow will be manipulated until the brake horsepower corresponding to the
reference Dow is achieved. When stable, the pump head and vibration will be measured. These values
will be the new reference values for subsequent IST.

As required by Subarticle 4.4, deviations between the previous and new set of reference values shall be
identified. Zion will compare the previous head with the new values. The most recent inservice test
vibration reference values will be compared with the new values. The previous flow rate will be
reconfirmed by varying the system resistance to the corresponding brake horsepower value. Verification
that the new values represent acceptable pump operation shall be placed in the record of tests.

In addition, during the next inservice test, performed during a scheduled cold shutdo,wn, Zion will
perform this alternative testing described above. This test will be analyzed for satisfactory o' eration.p

If satisfactory, Zion may establish an additional set of reference values from a second test, as allowed by
Subarticle 4.5, where flow rate will be measured. This will enable Zion to conduct subsequent IST in
accordance with OM, Part 6 at the frequency discussed in PR-01."

Licensee's Basis for Relief: The licensee states: " Permanent flow instrumentation is installed on the
common discharge headers for the Service Water (SW) pumps on both units. Flow instrumentation
could not be installed on the individual discharge lines because the plant design did not provide a
sufficient length of straight pipe needed for accurate Dow measurements. in order to test the pumps
individually, two of the SW pumps on the Unit being tested must be secured and the cross-tie valves
between units must be closed.

.
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Additionally, pressure switches located on the common unit supply headers will auto start an idle pump
if the header pressure drops below the setpoint. The low pressure needed to cause an auto start occurs
when both units are at power, cross-tie valves closed, and only one pump supplying a unit. Auto start
of the idle pump (s) will then result in the flow from all pumps being monitored by the common flow
instrument. The auto start function is designed to maintain header pressure above the minimum design
for service water during a Design Basis Event.

Individually flow testing the SW pumps during normal plant operation would jeopardize safety. Per-

UFSAR Section 9.2.1, two SW pumps per Unit are required during normal plant operations to provide
adequate cooling. During normal plant operations, operating the system as required for inservice testing
would violate the SW system design requirements described in the UFSAR and place the plant in an
unsafe operating condition.1

t

Zion proposes an alternative to the requirements in Subarticle 4.3,4.4 and 5.2. During normal plant
operation the alternative test would be performed without measurement of flow rate following

,

maintenance where reference values may have been affected. This alternative provides an acceptable j

method to test the SW pump / motor combination because for each unique flow and headpoint on the4

pump performance curve there is a corresponding brake horsepower."
'

; ,

Evaluation: OM Part 611.3 defines reference values as "one or more values of test parameters .

measured or determined when the equipment is known to be operating acceptably." For pumps, test |

parameters include speed, differential pressure, discharge pressure, flow rate, and vibration (displacement
or velocity)(OM Part 615.2). When a reference value(s) may have been affected by pump replacement,
repair, or routine servicing, new reference value(s) shall be determined, or the previous value(s)

'
,

reconfirmed prior to declaring the pump operable (OM Part 6 54.4). |

Due to plant design limitations, individual SW pump discharge flow rate cannot be accurately measured i
i

with the plant at power. In order to test the pumps individually, two of the SW pumps would need to
be secured, and the cross-tie valves between the units closed. To accomplish this safely, the plant would
need to be shutdown, or the power signi5cantly reduced. This would be unnecessarily burdensome if an
acceptable alternative is available for the period between restoration following maintenance, and the next

,

scheduled cold shutdown, when testing with flow measurement could be performed.
|

The licensee proposes to use brake horsepower, instead of flow rate as the set reference parameter when
performing the retest to verify pump operability following onsite or offsite maintenance. Brake'

horsepower is the actual power developed by the pump as measured by an absorption dynamometer
applied to the shaft. Brake horsepower is calculated from output flow (varies with the cube of the flow)
(References 22 and 23) and inlet and outlet pressures, and provides a reasonable alternative to the pump
test methodology described in OM Part 615.2 which sets either flow or differential pressure.

|
*

Following offsite maintenance, pump head, flow, and brake horsepower will be measured at the repair
facility to establish a new combination pump and motor characteristic curve. Included in this test will
be data taken at the previous IST flow reference value. The corresponding head and brake horsepower
will be considered the previous reference test quantities to be used wi6 the first IST test at the plant as
stated in OM Part 6 54.4. Following onsite maintenance, the corresponding head and brake horsepower
at the previous IST reference valua from the latest combination pump and motor characteristic curve
will be considered the reference test quantities.

-

%
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Following this maintenance (onsite or offsite), the licensee will perform an IST test at power using brake
horsepower as the required test quantity. Flow will be manipulated until the brake horsepower
carrcsoonds to the reference value. When stable conditions have been reached, pump head and vibration
will be measured. These values will serve as the new reference values for subsequent IST tests. Any

a, daiations between these values and the previous reference values shall be identified, and documentation

shall be placed in the record of tests that these new values represent acceptable pump operation.

During the next inservice test, performed at scheduled cold shutdowns, the licensee will perform an
additional test where Dow rate is measured. This will enable Zion to conduct subsequent IST during cold
shutdowns, as derribed in PR-01. The licensee should perform this test during the next cold shutdown

,

'

of suitable length to allow testing, regardless of whether it is " scheduled".

The licensees proposed alternative to test the pumps measuring brake horse power in lieu of flow"

following maintenance, coupled with flow rate measurements during the next cold shutdown, provides
an adequate means to monitor the pumps for degradation. In addition, a quarterly pump test, measuring
pump vibration and differential pressure, will provide information on any significant pump degradation.
This test methodology provides reasonable assurance of the operational readiness of the, SW pumps
following maintenance, and is an acceptable interim test until an inservice test, with flow measuring, in
accordance with OM Part 6 T4.4, can be performed at the next cold shutdown.

'

Meeting the Code requirements would present a burden to the licensee by necessitating extensive plant
modi 6 cations and an extended outage to installindividual pump flow meters. Based on the impracticality
and the burden on the licensee, and the alternative providing an acceptable level of quality and safety,
it is recommended that relief be granted in accordance with 950.55a f(f)(6)(i), with the provision that
this test is performed during the next cold shutdown of suitable length, regardless of whether the cold

] shutdown was " scheduled".

2.2.3 Relief Request Number: PR-10
I
'

ReliefRequest: The licensee requests relief from OM Part 6, T 5.2(b), which requires: "The resistance of
;

the system shall be varied until the flow rate equals the reference value. The pressure sha!! then be
determined and compared to its reference value. Alternatively, the flow rate can be varied until the
pressure equals the reference value and the flow rate shall be determined and compared to the reference
flow rue value "

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion will utilize a flow tolerance of iS00 gpm from the reference (set-
value) when testing the service water pumps. The differential pressure will be compare'd to Table 3b
limits to ensu e the measured value is within 110% of the pressure reference value."

'

|Licensee's Basisfor Relief: "The following facts apply:

1) The hydraulic performance test for the service water (SW) pumps is performed with the unit at cold
.

shutdown per relief request PR-01,

2) The only flow instrumentation available for this test is an annubar flow element inserted into a 48 inch
diameter pipe coupled with an " Eagle Eye" flow indicator.

3) The smallest increment of the " Eagle Eye" flow indicator used to measure flow is 1000 gpm.

8
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4) The " Eagle Eye" flow indicator experiences large flow fluctuations while measuring flow in the 48 inch
diameter pipe. These fluctuations have been attributed to low flow characteristics through the 48 inch
diameter pipe with one SW pump operating.#

5) Ultrasonic flow instrumentation has been utilized in the past in an attempt to measure flow in the 48
Ininch diameter pipe. The flow indication output did not vary with different pump combinations.

addition, the signal fluctuated widely. As a result, accurate flow measurements were not achievable.

Zion has assigned a tolerance on attainment of the reference Dow (the set-value) due to the combination
of the above listed facts. This tolerance is assigned as 500 gpm. The assigned tolerance represents

5% of the current flow reference value. This tolerance represents a deviation from the Code
requirement referenced above and exceeds t2% of the reference value as discussed in the NRC Safety
Evaluation dated June 14, 1993."'

Evaluation: OM Part 615.2(b), specifies that pumps are to be tested quarterly by varying the resistance
of the system'until either the flow rate or the pressure equals a reference value, and the corresponding'

pressure or flow rate determined and compared to reference values. The Code does not allow for
variance from a fixed reference value. The basis for the NRC's acceptance of the i2% of the reference
value is from Section XI, IWP-4150 which provides the requirements for instrument fluctuatio'n. IWP-
4150 allows symmetrical damping devices or averaging techniques to reduce instrument fluctuation 1 to
within 2% of the observed reading. The use of the i2% of the reference value in this position is to
allow the licensee to specify values in the implementing procedures.

These vertical turbine pumps provide strained lake water for cooling safety and non-safety related heat
exchangers and equipment during normal and emergency conditions, and are tested during cold

+

shutvawns. The licensee states that the only flow instrumentation available is an analog instrument
inserted into the 48 inch diameter pipe. The smallest increment of Dow on the flow element associated
with this indicator is 1000 gpm. The licensee has reported large flow Ouctuations while measuring flow

;
through this pipe. These fluctuations were attributed to the low flow characteristics through this pipe>

with one SW pump. The licensee has investigated ultrasonic flow indication, but found that the flow |

indication did not vary with different pump characteristics, and that the signal varied widely.
i

The importance of ensuring the operability of the SW system has been addressed by the NRC through
ji

i '

the issuance of Generic Letter 89-13, the four public workshops associated with this GL, and Information
Notice (IN) 94-03. The currently installed flow instrumentation with increments of 1000 gpm, limits the
precision of the Dow measurements to iS00 gpm, which exceeds the Code tolerance by 300 gpm. The
licensee has investigated the possibility of ultrasonic flow indication, but concluded that inore accurate
flow measurements were not achievable. As discussed in Draft NUREG-1482, Section 5.5.1, the NRC
does not consider the installation or replacement ofinstruments to meet the requirements of the Code
an undue burden.The licensee has not discussed the procurement of a more precise permanent Gow

;

element (increments < 1000 gpm). The intent of measuring the specifled pump parameters, to the Code

| specified accuracy,is to ensure that pump degradation is detected before operability is affected. The
licensee has not provided any discussion to ensure that the large flow variance obtainable from the'

current instrumentation will not cause pump degradation to be overlooked.

The licensee states in the proposed alternate testing that "The differential pressure will be compa:ed to
Table 3b limits to ensure the measured value is within i10% of the pressure reference value.' For
vertical line shaft pumps, OM Part 6 Table 3b requires that the test frequency be doubled when the
differential pressure decreases by 5% of the reference value, and that the pump be declared inoperable

.

when the differential pressure decreases by 7%, or increases by 10%, of the reference value. The licensee'

9
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has not provided any information on what action will be taken when this situation arises during cold
shutdown testing. The NRC has provided guidance for valves in the same situation in Draft NUREG-
1482, Section 4.2.1. Corrective action is required prior to returning the plant to power, or the plant must
be returned to a mode which permits testing every one and one-half months. The licensee should revise
this Relief Request appropriately to discuss these discrepancies.

The licensee has requested relief from measuring the flow to the Code specified 2% (i200 gpm) of
the reference value to 500 gpm ( 5%). Immediate imposition of the Code requirements would be
burdensome since it may result in the SW pumps being removed from service while the licensee
investigates the availability of a higher precision flow indicator. The presently installed flow indicator
provides reasonable assurance of SW pump operability for this interim period. Based upon this I
information, it is recommended that interim relief be granted for one year, or until the next refueling
outage, whichever is later, in accordance 10 CFR 50.55a (f)(6)(i). During this period, the licensee should

indications ininvestigate the availability of a more precise flow element which could provide flow
compliance with the Code. If not possible, the licensee should revise this relief request to proside a
discussion demonstrating why the flow variance is not sufficiently large as to result in pump degradation
being overlooked. The relief request should also explain what actions will be taken when the pumps~

enter the Alert and Required Action Ranges during cold shutdown testing. The licensee may also
consider providing additionalinformation on the applicable portion of the pump curves and instrument
accuracy (similar to PR-09), to support the relief request.

;

|

) 2.3 Containment Sprav Pumps.1(2)CS003

2.3.1 Relief Request Number: PR-04

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 6, Table 3a, which provides vibration
amplitude allowed ranges, and 16.1, which states corrective action based on Table 3a.

j

ProposedAlternate Testing: "A rigorous preventive maintenance program is proposed whereby the Dexible
coupling rubber blocks would be removed, examined, compared to previous removals to detect significant
changes, and replaced each refueling outage. This particular item is proposed because the Dexible
coupling is the power transmission link between the diesel engine and the pump, and would generally
be the first physicalindication (exclusive of observed vibration levels) of any detrimental engine-induced
vibration effects.

Zion Station recommends, for the reasons given in the basis above, that the alert and action range
absolute values be deleted and the multipliers of Vr (Vr = vibration reference value)wliich determine j

|
the allowable ranges be reduced to define reasonable allowable ranges (i.e., Alert: >1.2 Vr to 1.5 Vr;
Action: >l.5 Vr) for the diesel driven CS Pumps. .

Additionally, pump vibration spectrum plots would be recorded each time the required quarterly test is
performed. The resultant spectra would be compared to spectra previously obtained and a thorough
analysis would be performed on deviations identified. Thus, a realistic trending effort would be
undertaken whereby minute changes to pump performance could be evaluated far in advance of any |

actual degradation. This vibration trending methodology would' provide confidence in equipment |

reliability and exceeds the requirements addressed by Subarticle 5.2.d."

|
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Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "If relief is granted as requested in PR-02 then this basis
will be applicable in regards to Table 3a. (Note: PR-02 requests the use of RMS in lieu of peak vibration
readings).

The diesel driven CS Pumps have an inherent higher normal vibration level as compared with other
pumps by virtue of their having a reciprocating engine as a pump driver. The reciprocating action of the
engine creates vibration transients which are then induced into the pump. These transients cause
vibration levels which frequently place the component in the alert range.3

;

The proposed revision of vibration allowable limits allows treadity and observation of the subject i;

component, without unnecessarily declaring a component in the alert or action range. This stance is
reasonable in light of the fact that Table 3a assigns different values for positive displacement pumps than
for centrifugal pumps. Reciprocating (positive displacement) purnps are not required to have an absolute
limit for vibration assigned. The parallel reasoning may be easBy drawn between pumps and drivers;
specifically a reciprocating engine driver (with its reciprocating linear motion and the attendant power
strokes) that would generate significantly more vibration than a notor or turbine driven pump.

A detailed study of the vibration and maintenance history of this driver / pump combinati~on has been
performed, and no detrimental vibration characteristics have been observed in the pump. Bearings,
impeller, shaft and body have displayed no undesirable conditions which can be attributed to sibration.
In an effort to mitigate the effects of the diesel engine on the pumps, flexible couplings have been*

installed but observed vibration levels remain in excess of the alert range absolute value. While observed j

vibration levels were reduced slightly, no significant improvement was noted. j

i

During evaluation of frequency spectrum plots, the diesel engine displays certain component type-specific
frequency characteristics. These characteristics, also appearingin.the pump spectrum plot, are unlike
those generated by a motor-driven pump of this design. The fregnency plot can discriminate between
discrete frequencies, so that engine-generated vibration will not mask the vibration characteristics
generated by a degraded pump.i

The high observed pump vibration levels display frequency characteristics identical to those observed on
the diesel engine. The engine supplier has indicated that the current engine vibration amplitudes are
acceptable. In addition, the engine shares a common rigid mounting base with the pump. These engine
frequency characteristics are attributable to installation-specific driver-induced vibration, and are not
considered to be detrimental to proper component or system operation for the following reasons.

.

While high vibration is certainly a condition to be avoided in anyinstallation, the recorded maintenance
and vibration history of this component shows no indication of any induced adverse effects. The
observed vibration predominant peak is at a frequency normally associated with misalignment. But this
vibration is not attributable to misalignment, since this component has been aligned satisfactorily as
evidenced by maintenance records. The possibility of temperature effects on alignment have been
addressed. The pump has proven to consistently operate at its normal vibration level independent of
component temperature. The other possible causative condition for this type of frequency characteristic
is the pump's structural couplingwith the diesel engine driver. 'Ihe frequency characteristics demonstrate

"

that the engine is cleaily inducing vibration into the pump.

Vibration levels of a constant amplitude are less detrimental to rotating equipment at lower frequenciesI

than those at higher frequencies. Any vibration thus generated by the diesel engine would be
considerably less detrimental to the pump than the high frequency of vibrations normally associated with
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pump rotating element degradation because of the naturally lower frequency ofincidence of the engine
vibration. Any incidence of unbalance, misalignment or other detrimental conditions could be detected
by spectral analysis and corrected.

A physical solution to high vibration was explored, that of physically splitting the pump / driver base to

| structurally isolate the pump from the driver. Aside from the physical challenge presented by this
modification, signi6 cant mechanical and structural re-analyses would be necessitated. These analyses .
would be prohibitively expensive without a corresponding increase in quality, safety or reliability."

Evaluation: OM Part 6 T5.1 requires pump vibration to be measured quarterly and compared withl

corresponding reference values. Deviations from these referencevalues shall be comparedwith the limits!

given in Table 3a, and corrective actions taken per 16.1. OM Part 6 allows for the use of either pump
displacement or velocity vibration measurements, and provides acceptance criteria for each. Specific

! acceptance criteria is provided for both centrifugal and reciprocating (positive displacement) pumps.

| Centrifugal pumps have an absolute limit for vibration assigned, while reciprocating pumps do not.

The licensee has s'.ated that though the Containment Spray pump is a centrifugal type pump, because
the driver is a reciprocating engine,it may be more appropriate to use the limits for reciprocating pumps,

|
which does not include an absolute limit. International Standard 150-2372, " Mechanical Vibration of

i Machines with Operating Speeds From 10 to 200 rev/s-Basis for Specifying Evaluation Standard," 1974
Edition, (Reference 27) provides guidance for several classes of machines. For Class VI machine andi

mechanical drive systems with unbalanced inertial effects (due to reciprocating parts), root-mean-square
" velocities of 20 to 30 mm/s (.8 to 1.2 in./sec.) and higher may occur without causing trouble. In addition,
if couples are acting, large displacements may be caused at points which are at some distance from the
center of gravity. Resiliently mounted (Class VI machines) permit a greater tolerance in this respect."
Therefore, the pump / engine unit may operate at a higher level of vibration without detrimental effects.

The licensee indicated that a detailed study of the vibration and maintenance history associated with this
pump / driver combination was performed, and no detrimental vibration characteristics were observed in
the pump. Bearings, impeller, shaft, and body displayed no undesirable condition which could be
attributed to vibration. In an effort to mitigate the effects of the diesel engine on the pumps, flexible
couplings were installed, but observed vibration levels remained in excess of the alert range absolute
value. While observed vibration levels were reduced slightly, no significant improvement was noted.

If the Code requirements were imposed, the licensee would be required to physically split the
pump / driver base to structurally isolate the pump from the base. In addition to the physical changes
required to accomplish this, significant mechanical and structural reanalysis would be rBquired. This
would present a hardship without a corresponding increase in quality, safety, or reliability. Continuing
to test the diesel-driven pump as per the Code, with vibration levels frequently in the alert range, will
result in doubling the frequency of the test, which may cause unnecessary wear to the diesel, resuliing
in a potentially less-reliable diesel driven pump.

In lieu of the Code requirements, the licensee's proposed rigorous preventive maintenance program
(consisting of flexible coupling removal, inspection, and replacement each refueling), coupled with
quarterly spectrum analysis, with an alert range defined as >1.2Vr to 1.5Vr, and a required action range
defined as >1.5Vr, provides a reasonable alternative. The quarterly spectrum analysis of the quarterly
vibration data (including trending of the data to previous data)will provide a comprehensive and sensitive

.
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|

technique of assessing pump condition capable of providing indications of pump degradation. Together,
the alternative will provide adequate pump monitoring.

Based upon the undue burden upon the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed without a
corresponding increase in quality and safety, and that the proposed alternative provides a reasonable

ialternative to assuring the operability of the pump, it is recommended that the licensee's alternative be )
authorized in accordance with 10CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii).

2.4 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pumps.1(2)FWOO4. 5. 6 I

1

2.4.1 Relief Request Number: PR-06 ;

i

I
The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 6,15.2(b), which requires: "TheRelief Request-

resistance of the system shall be varied until the flow rate equals the reference value. The pressure shall
then be determined and compared to its reference value. Alternatively, the flow rate can be varied until
the pressure equals the reference value and the flow rate shall be determined and compared to the
reference flow rate value." ,

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion will use a flow tolerance of i10 gpm from the reference (set-value)
|when testing the AFW pumps. The differential pressure will be compared to Table 3b limits to ensure l

the measured value is within 10% of the pressure reference value."

Licensee'sBasisfor Relief: The licensee states: " Flow instruments 1(2)FI FWO3, FWO4, FWO5 and FW25
are the flow instruments used to determine total Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) flow. Total AFW pump,

flow is the summation of the flow to each of the four steam generators.

The following facts apply:

1) The " normal" AFW pump (IST) test is performed with the unit at power on a monthly frequency.

2) The flow is varied by throttling one or more (of four) motor operated throttle valves. Since the
throttle valves are motor operated, incremental throttling requires " bumping" the motor operator. The
test is performed at a flow rate such that a small change in flow results in a relatively significant change
in discharge pressure. Therefore, a small change in one throttle valve's position changes the flow in a

| similarly significant manner through all four valves.

3) Another requirement of" operability" of the AFW system is that each of the throttlesalves must be
left in a throttled position which will deliver a minimum accident flow to each steam generator and a

.

maximum flow to prevent pump runout. This adds an additional throttle operation after completion of: *

|
I the IST required testing.

Zion has assigned a tolerance on attainment of the reference flow (the set-value) due to the combination
of the above listed facts. This tolerance is assigned as i10 gpm from a reference value of 460 gpm. This ,

I

tolerance represents a deviation from the code requirement referenced above and exceeds t2% of the
reference value as discussed in the NRC Safety Evaluation dated June 14,1993. The assigned tolerance

of 10 gpm represents i2.17% of ihe reference value.

.

!
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Zion feels that attempted attainment of the reference value during the IST Program test to a closer
tolerance than i10 gpm, while it may be possible, is detrimental to safety related plant equipment.
Specifically:

1. Adjustment to any particular flow rate (combined flow rate of four separate instruments) requires
numerous " bumps" of the valve motor operators. These smallincremental bumps of the valve operator
motor (s) are considered to each represent some amount of wear of the safety related valves and valve '

operators. While the valves are throttle valves and therefore expected to be used to throttle flow, the
closer the tolerance on the flow value required for any particular application the more bumps are
required to attain that value. This makes a significant difference in the cumulative wear.

I

2. The tighter the flow tolerance required, the longer it is expected to take to achieve the desired result.
During the AFW pump test, the pumps are taking a suction on the condensate storage tank (CST) and

|The CST is normally vented to the atmosphere resulting ininjecting into the steam generators.
oxygenated water. The longer the AFW pumps run, the more oxygenated water is injected into the '

operating steam generators. This results in an elevated steam generator dissolved oxygen level of a |
transient nature. ,

The AFW pump operability test is required by Technical Specifications on a monthly frequericy. This
operability test requires the pumps to be operated and inject water into the steam generators. Zion feels
that IST Program testing of pump hydraulic performance at the same time is both logical and

Hydraulic performance using this set value tolerance is trendable and the trendsconservative.
informative.

i

Other Alternatives:

IST test performed under Miniflow Recirculation Conc'itions: The AFW pumps could be tested in a
monthly (or quarterly) IST test by operating the pumps in the miniflow recirculation flowpath. The
miniflow recirculation flowpath contains no flow instrumentation. Testing in this flowpath does not
appear to fit the requirements of Generic Letter 89-04, position 9 in that a flow path exists during normal
operation to test the pump under conditions of substantial Dow. Zion considers current testing practices
to be much more informative and conservative than miniflow testing."

OM Part 615.2(b), specifies that pumps are to be tested quarterly by varying the resistanceEvaluation:
of the system until either the flow rate or the pressure equals a reference value, and the corresponding
pressure or flow rate measured and compared to reference values. The basis for the NRC's acceptance
of the i2% of the reference value is from Section XI, IWP-4150 which provides the reiuirements forl
instrument Ductuation. IWP-4150 allows symmetrical damping devices or averaging techniques to reduce
instrument fluctuations to within 2% of the observed reading. The use of the i2% of the reference*

value in this position is to allow the licensee to specify values in the implementing procedures.
,

I

The licensee states that in order to establish the reference Dow rate for the AFW pumps requires flow
| throttling on one of the four MOVs. This bumping of the MOVs may result in large changes in the'

discharge pressure, and represent a potential swrce of cumulative wear on these valves. In addition,
following these tests, the throttle valves must be left in a position to ensure the delivery of the minimum
accident flow. This adds an additional throttle operation following the monthly Technical Specification
tests. During the performance of this test, the AFW pumps are taking suction from the condensate

14
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storage tank, which is vented to the atmosphere, resulting in oxygenated water being injected into the
steam generators, resulting in a higher dissolved oxygen level. The time required to perform this test is
dependant upon the flow tolerance, the tighter Code tolerance may result in longer test time duration.

Based upon these facts, the licensee has established a i10 gpm tolerance on the flow, which exceeds the
2% Code requirement by i.17%. This expanded tolerance range represents a flow difference of less

than 1 gpm which would not significantly impact the ability of the test to detect pump degradation and
operability. Compliance with the Code requirement would result in a hardship or unusual difficulty
without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety. Therefore,it is recommended that
the alternative be authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii). Table 3.1-1 Units 1 & 2 Pumps
Inservice Testing Plan Listing, incorrectly references PR-05, instead of PR-06 for pump number
1(2)FW004. The licensee should also modify the Basis for Relief to discuss instrument accuracy and
readability as requested by the NRC in Section 3.2.2 of the June 14,1993 SER.

|
2.5 Safety Inlection (SI) Pumps.1(2)SI003,4

1

1

2.5.1 Relief Request Number: PR-07 ,

The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 6, T 5.2(b) which requires: "TheRelief Request:
resistance of the system shall be varied until the flow rate equals the reference value. The pressure shall
then be determined and compared to its reference value. Alternatively, the flow rate can be varied until
the pressure equals the reference value and the flow rate shall then be determined and compared to the
reference flow rate value."

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion will test the SI pumps on recirculation mode quarterly and require the

!
flow to be within 27-32 gpm. The differential pressure will be compared to Table 3b limits to ensure the
measured value is within 10% of the pressure reference value."

Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "The following facts apply:

1) The " normal" safety injection pump (IST) test is performed with the unit at power on a quarterly
frequency.

2) The flow is established by operating the pump in miniflow recirculation through an orifice. This
orifice is designed to pass 30 gpm.

3) Miniflow instrumentation exists and meets the requirements of Sections 4.6.1.1 and 4.6.1.2.

4) The recirculation line is the only flow path available to test the pumps quarterly. ,

5) The pump manufacturer has stated the minimum flow is 27 gpm.

In addition to the above listed facts, where these pumps are tested in a low flow condition, manual
throttling (downstream of the orifice)is not prudent. Throttled flow may not be sufficient to prevent
pump damage. Therefore, Zion has assigned a tolerance on attainment of the reference flow (the set-
value). This tolerance is set at a maximum of i3 gpm. This tolerance represents a deviation from the
Code requirement referenced above and exceeds i2% of the reference value as discussed in the NRC

!

| Safety Evaluation dated June 14, 1993.

l
I

i
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A flow tolerance tighter than the range of i3 gpm is considered impractical due to historical data where
27-32 gpm was obtained. As an example, i2% of a reference value of 30 gpm is 10.6 gpm, which is
impractical to achieve. Repeat attempts to duplicate an exact reference value would not provide any
more meaningful data at these low flows, and in making these attempts could allow pump damage to

Strict compliance with Section 5.2(b) is impractical for the SI pumps and would result in aoccur.
hardship without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety."

Evaluation: OM Part 6 55.2(b), specifies that pumps are to be tested quarterly by varying the resistance
of the system until either the Dow rate or the pressure equals a reference value, and the corresponding
pressure or flow rate determined and compared to reference values. The basis for the NRC's acceptance
of the 2% of the reference value is from Section XI, IWP-4150 which provides the requirements for
instrument fluctuation. IWP-4150 allows symmetrical damping devices or averaging techniques to reduce
instrument fluctuations to within 2% of the observed reading. The use of the i2% of the reference
value in this position is to allow the licensee to specify values in the implementing procedures.

The licensee proposes to test the Safety Injection (SI) charging pumps on miniflow recirculation
quarterly, through instrumented lines in accordance with T4.6.1.1 and 4.6.1.2. However, as stated by the
licensee, manual throttling is not prudent in the low flow condition, and may not provide the minimum
flow (27 gpm) to prevent pump damage. Due to this difficulty, the licensee is unable to set the flow in
accordance with the Code accuracy requirements. The licensee has requested relief from the Code
requirements to set the flow within 27-32 gpm.

The licensee proposes to establish a flow tolerance of 13 gpm for these pumps. The licensee states that
a Dow tolerance of i2% in accordance with the Code (30 gpm 0.6 gpm) is impractical based upon
historical data. Repeated attempts to duplicate an exact reference value would not provide meaningful
data, and may result in pump damage. As stated in Draft NUREG-1482, Section 5.3, the Code did not
intend that the set reference value have an acceptable range. The i3 gpm flow range requested

10% tolerance, which is wellin excess of the NRC allowable i2%. As stated in Sectionrepresents a
5.2 of Draft NUREG-1482, the use of pump curves is an acceptable alternative for pump testing in
specific instances when it is impractical to establish a fixed set of reference values. Using these pump
curves, the licensee would be able to evaluate the pump in as-found system conditions, and be able to
detect degradation.

As discussed in GL 89-04 Position 9, quarterly minimum Gow pump testing provides an acceptable
alternative to quarterly full Dow testing, when the minimum flow return lines are the only paths which
can be utilized. The licensee states that the flow instrumentation installed in these lines permits
monitoring in accordance with Code requirements. However, as stated in the response 't'o Question 48
on this Position, the NRC believes that a mini-flow test can be detrimental to a pump, and is not a
desirable test configuration. These tests produce data of marginal value, and provide little con 0de,nce
in the continued operability of the pump. However, in addition to the miniDow test, Technical
Specifications require that these pumps be full flow tested during refueling. The combination of these
two tests will produce reasonable assurance as to the operability of these pumps.

Based upon the design of the system which makes flow throttling difficult, it is impractical to set the
pump flow to a reference value in accordance with the Code to perform the minimum Dow quarterly
tests. Without additionalinformation, such as the pump curve, the licensee's proposed acceptance range
for pump flow does not provide reasonable assurance that pump degradation will be detected, and
operability assured. However, as discussed, the use of pump curves provides an acceptable alternative
in instances where the flow may not be set to a prescribed reference value. The licensee should utilize
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pump curves for the testing of these pumps. These curves should be prepared in accordance with the
NRC Recommendation specified in Draft NUREG-1482, Section 5.2, and included in the IST Program.
Provisional approval is recommended in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(6)(i), provided the licensee
uses flow curves during the minimum Dow quarterly testing to demonstrate acceptable pump
performance. This test provides reasonable assurance of the pump's operational readiness.

2.6 Component Cooline Water Pumps. OCC003. 4. 5. 6. 7

2.6.1 Relief Request Number: PR-08

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 6, f 5.2(b), which requires: "The
resistance of the system shall be varied until the Dow rate equals the reference value. The pressure shall
then be determined and compared to its reference value. Alternatively, the flow rate can be varied until
the pressure equals the reference value and the flow rate shall be determined and compared to the
reference flow rate value."

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion will use a Dow tolerance of 100 gpm from the reference (set-value)

when testing the CC pumps. The differential pressure will be compared to Table 3b limitsto ensure the'

measured value is within i10% of the pressure reference value."
-

Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "There is no permanent flow instrumentation installed
which can be used for this pump test. Temporary (Ultrasonic) flow instruments are utilized. A
procedure designed to maximize the accuracy of the ultrasonic instrumentation is utilized whereby the
flow is totalized over a period of at least five minutes. Flow is then calculated based on the total flow
divided by the number of minutes over which the flow was totaled. This method of measurement was

The flowrequired by the NRC at Byron Station when using Ultrasonic Dow measuring equipment.
readout is digital and changes with each update.

The following additional facts apply-

1) The " normal" CC pump (IST) test is performed with the unit at power on a quarterly frequency.
|

2) The flow is varied by throttling one or more manually operated throttle valves which are remote from |

the location of reading the flow. The flow is adjusted based on instantaneous digital readout and then
a five minute minimum wait is required for the ultrasonic flow instrument prior to recording data.

3) A minimum of 2 CC pumps must be in operation at all times during normal powe'r operation to
maintain the discharge pressure above the standby auto start setpoint. A change of the system resistance
changes the flow through both running pumps. ,

4) The RCS letdown heat exchanger operates automatically to regulate CC flow via a temperature
controller. Nominal CC flow through the letdown heat exchanger is 1000 gpm. While the flow is not
widely variable at normal steady state, there is a constant automatic Dow manipulation. This is as steady

,
,

as the system permits.

Zion has assigned a tolerance on attainment of the reference flow (the set-value) due to the combination
of the above listed facts. This tolerance is assigned as i100 gpm. The assigned tolerance of i100 gpm

represents 2.63% of the reference value. This tolerance represents a deviation from the code

.
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requirement referenced above and exceeds 2% of the reference value as discussed in the NRC Safety
Evaluation dated June 14,1993.

While for each pump test an attempt is made to establish 3800 gpm, a Dow tolerance tighter than i100
gpm may not be consistently achievable. Data taken with this flow tolerance is trendable and the trends

i are informative."
.

OM Part 6 TS.2(b), specifies that pumps are to be tested quarterly by varying the resistanceEvaluation:
of the system until either the Dow rate or the pressure equals a reference value, and the corresponding
pressure or flow rate determined and compared to reference values. The basis for the NRC's acceptance
of the i2% of the reference value is from Section XI, IWP-4150 which provides the requirements for
instrument fluctuation. IWP-4150 allows symmetrical damping devices or averaging techniques to reduce:

instrument fluctuations to within 2% of the observed reading. The use of the i2% of the reference
value in this position is to allow the licensee to specify values in the implementing procedures.

A review of P&lD M-66, Component Cooling Water System, confirms that the only flow instrumentation
are the ultrasonic flowmeters (OFT CC03-07) installed on the discharge side of each pump. During this
test, flow (3800 gpm) is varied by throttling the manually operated MOVs which are reniote from the
instantaneous digital readout. During normal plant operation, 2 CCW pumps are required to be
operational to maintain the discharge pressure above the standby autostart setpoint. Varying the system
resistance may change the flow through the operating pumps and the RCS letdown heat exchanger.

The licensee has established a i100 gpm tolerance on the Dow, which exceeds the 2% (i76 gpm)
Code requirement by i.63%. This expanded tolerance range represents a flow difference of i24 gpm
which should not significantly impact the ability of the test to detect pump degradation and operability.
Compliance with the Code requirement would result in a hardship based upon the remote location of

i

the throttling valves, the automatic control of the letdown heat exchanger flow, and the delay in Gow
measurements with the ultrasonic flowmeters, without a compensating increase in the level of quality and
safety. Therefore, it is recommended that the alternative be authorized pursuant to 10 CFR

;

50.55a(a)(3)(ii). The licensee should also modify the Basis to discuss instrument accuracy and readability
as requested by the NRC in Section 3.2.2 of the June 14,1993 SER.

2.7 Chemical and Volume Control Charcine Pumps.1(2)VC006,7

|
2.7.1 Relief Request Number: PR-09

.

The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 6, T 5.2(b), which~ requires "The |4

Relief Request: !

resistance of the system shall be varied until the flow rate equals the reference value. The pressure shall
then be determined and compared to its reference value. Alternatively, the flow rate can be varied until
the pressure equals the reference value and the Dow rate shall be determined and compared to'the
reference flow rate value."

'' Zion will use a flow tolerance of i5 gpm from the reference (set-value)Proposed Alternate Testing:
when testing the centrifugal charging pumps. The differential pressure will be compared to Table 3b
limits to ensure the measured value is within 10% of the pressure reference value."

4

'
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Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: The following facts apply: |
|

1) The " normal" charging pump (IST) test is performed with the unit at power on a quarterly frequency.

2) The flow is varied by taking manual control of the normal makeup in order to maintain a constant
value. This flow control valve is normally in automatic to maintain constant pressurizer level.

|

3) The IST test takes 15 to 30 minutes to perform for each pump.

4) The reference value of 90 gpm was chosen due to the fact that normal flow to maintain pressurizer
level constant is approximately 90 gpm. Thus, this value is the most readily duplicated value for the
normal at power test.

5) It is important while operating at power to maintain a relatively constant pressurizer level since
pressurizer level changes are primary initial indicators of some accidents and malfunctions.

Zion has assigned a tolerance on attainment of the reference Dow (the set-value) due to the combination
of the above listed facts. This tolerance is assigned as iS gpm from a reference value of 90 gpm. This |

tolerance represents a deviation from the Code requirement referenced above and exceeds i2% of the ' j
4

reference value as discussed in the NRC Safety Evaluation dated June 14,1993. The assigned tolerance
-

of i5 gpm represents i5.56% of the flow reference value.

The instrument used to measure flow for this test is 1(2)FI-121 with smallest increments on the control
room indicator being 5 gpm. A flow tolerance tighter than i 5 gpm may not allow for the manually

.

adjusted flow to be set such as to maintain steady pressurizer level conditions during the test. Data taken |

with this flow tolerance is trendable and the trends appear to be informative. From a review of the trend i

|

.

graphs for all four pumps,it is not apparent that a tighter flow tolerance would enhance the trend graphs
I

| or provide any additional information, especially in light of the fact that the pump curve is essentially
horizontal between 85 and 95 gpm."

Evaluation: OM Part 615.2(b), specifies that pumps are to be tested quarterly by varying the resistance
of the system until either the Dow rate or the pressure equals a reference value, and the corresponding
pressure or flow rate determined and compared to reference values. The Code does not allow for
variance from a fixed reference value. The basis for the NRC's acceptance of the i2% of the reference
value is from Section XI, IWP-4150 which provides the requirements for instrument fluctuation. IWP-
4150 allows symmetrical damping devices or averaging techniques to reduce instrument fluctuations to
within 2% of the observed reading. The use of the 2% of the reference value in this position is to
allow the licensee to specify values in the implementing procedures.

As discussed, the reference flow of 90 gpm (approximate flow required to maintain pressurizer level
constant) is set by manually controlling the Dow control valve, which is normally in the automatic mode
to maintain constant pressurizer level. A flow tolerance greater than t5 gpm may not be achievable due
to the readability of the Dow instrument and may not permit the flow to be manually set to maintain
steady pressurizer level during the test. The licensee stated that data whh this tolerance is trendable, and
that a tighter tolerance would not provide additionalinformation, especially for this flow, since the pump
curve is " essentially horizontal between 85 and 95 gpm."

From the information provided in the Basis, a primary factor in setting the expanded range was the
~

increments on the flow instrument. The licensee does not state whether this is an analog or digital
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instrument. As discussed in the Basis of Section 5.3 of Draft NUREG-1482, the precision of an analog
gauge is determined by the increments on the scale. Readings would be acceptable to a degree of
precision no greater than one. half the smallest increment. In this instance, that would correspond to
i2.5 gpm (i2.7%). Nevertheless, since the pump curve is essentially horizontal in this flow region, the
effect on the differential pressure would be minimal, and should not impact the ability of the test to
detect pump degradation.

,

The licensee has established a i5 gpm tolerance on the Dow, which exceeds the i2% Code requirement
by i3.56%. This expanded tolerance range represents a flow difference of t2.7 gpm which should not
significantly impact the ability of the test to detect pump degradation and operability, since the shape of ;

the pump curve in this region is essentially horizontal. Compliance with the Code requirement would !

result in an unusual dif6culty based upon the need to maintain a steady pressurizer level, without a |

compensating increase in the level of quality and safety. It is recommended that the alternate be
authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(li). The licensee should modify the Basis to discuss
instrument accuracy as requested by the NRC in Section 3.2.2 of the June 14,1993 SER, and incorporate
the instrument accuracy guidance provided in Draft NUREG-1482. The licensee should ensure that the ,

J

minimum flow line is isolated using manual valves VC 8479A and B (per VC-05, MOV-VC-8110 and
8111 cannot be isolated) during the performance of the flow test to ensure that the Gow' measured by ,
1FE-121 is the total pump output. If isolating the individual minimum Dow lines is not practical, the

|licensee should revise this relief request accordingly.
|

3.0 VALVE IST PROGRAM RELIEF REQUESTS

In accordance with 150.55a, Commonwealth Edison Company has submitted 9 relief requests for valves
at the Zion Station, Unit 1 and 2 which are subject to inservice testing under the requirements of ASME
Section XI. One valve relief request (VR-04) was authorized by Generic Letter 89-04, and is not
included in this Section. The relief requests not authorized by Generic Letter 89-04 have been reviewed
to verify their technical basis and determine their acceptability. These eight relief requests, along with

;

the technical evaluation by BNL, are summarized below. |
|
1

3.1 Safety Inlection

3.1.1 Relief Request Number: VR-01, SI AccumulatorTank Discharge Check Valves,1(2)SI8948A, B,
C, D and 1(2)S18956A, B, C, D

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 10,14.3.2, which requires quarterly
exercising of check valves.

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion Station will perform a reduced pressure Dow test of the accumulator
discharge check valves at a frequency of one accumulator per refueling outage. In the event that one of
the tested accumulator check valves fails, a different accumulator's check valves will be tested. In the
event that this additional test fails, the sample will be expanded to include all accumulators on the

| As a further means of detecting degradation of these check valves, acoustic monitoringaffected unit.
will be attempted in conjunction with this test. Zion Station considers this alternative to be sufficient

I

to detect degradation in a timely manner yet will not unduly burden the station or needlessly challenge
the accumulators more frequently than discussed."

|

J
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Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "The accumulator check valves cannot be exercised during
unit operation due to the pressure differential between the accumulators (600 psig) and the Reactor
Coolant System (2235 psig). Full stroke exercising of these valves can be accomplished by dumping one<

accumulator under nitrogen pressure into a partially drained refueling water cavity during refueling with'

the reactor vessel head off. Therefore, partial stroking is not possible during normal operation or in a

cold shutdown condition.

Zion Station is proposing to test one set of two accumulator valves per refueling outage using this
method since this test involves considerable time and expense. The initial conditions of the test are
extensive. Temporary instrumentation must be installed and accumulator tank samples are obtained to
verify Suorine, chlorine, sodium and boron concentrations are within applicable limits. If water chemistry
is not within the specifications, then the accumulator must be drained, filled, and resampled until

a

satisfactory results are obtained.

Due to the required plant condition to perform the testing (reactor head off, lower reactor internals
installed and a specific reactor cavity level), this must be performed on critical path time. Thus,
additional accumulator testing would directly affect the total outage length. By discharging additional
accumulators, it is likely that the maximum refueling cavity water level permitted for continued ECCS
full flow testing would be reached. This would require an evolution to drain the refueling cavity which *
would again increase the outage critical path time.

This test also has the unavoidable potential to introduce a crud burst into the Reactor Coolant System.
|

Testing more than one accumulator per outage will increase the potential crud burst. Crud in the RCS
can result in higher dose rates and, instrumentation and fuel fouling.

!

Zion believes that the costs of testing all accumulators every outage in terms of set up time, critical path
;

time, the potential for crud bursts and the increased challenge to the accumulators and associated |

components more than outweigh the actual benefits.'

It should be noted that Zion Station has evaluated the Westinghouse Corporation notification of I
'

potential for thermal transients in the accumulator as a result of this testing methodology. Zion has
determined that the testing methodology employed - reduced accumulator pressure and immediate i

J

termination of the flow upon obtaining data - has reduced the transient to an acceptably low level. By
testing each accumulator once per four refueling outages, the integrity of the accumulators is not
expected to be challenged. This analysis is documented in Zion Station's response to this notification."

>

Evaluation: Accumulator tank discharge check valves,1(2)S18948A through D and 1(2)S!8956A through
D, are required to open for safety injection into the reactor coolant system (RCS), when the RCS
pressure decreases to 600 psig. ,

The licensee has proposed performing a " reduced pressure flow test" as a means of full-stroke exercising
the valves. 'As a further means of detecting degradation of these check valves, acoustic monitoring will
be attempted in conjunction with this test." It is not evident how a reduced pressure flow test alone will
verify that the valves are full-stroke exercised. The licensee should clarify whether this test is conducted
at the maximum required accident Dowrate as discussed in Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1. If a reduced
flow rate willbe used, a positive means of verifying the valves open to the full-stroke position is required.
Draft NUREG 1482, Section 4.1.2 further discusses the use of nonintrusive techniques as a means of
verifyingvalve position and allows sample testing. The licensee should revise the relief request to clarify

.the testing method, as it does not appear to comply with Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1.
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With regards to the test frequency, it is impractical to partial-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves
open quarterly because the maximum operating pressure in the accumulators L less than the normal
operating pressure in the RCS. However, the licensee has not provided justification for not performing
a full-stroke open or at least a partial-stroke open test at cold shutdowns. Cold Shutdown Justification
VC-18 discusses the impracticality of exercising the valves closed quarterly.'

Furthermore, the licensee provides an explanation of the burden of testing all four accumulator check
valves each refueling outage and refers to a notification by Westinghouse Electric Corporation (WEC),

-

which identified a concern in utilizing a test method resulting in rapid blowdown of the safety injection
accumulators, as justification for testing only one of the four accumulators check valves at each refueling ,

outage. The expansion of the nitrogen gas in the accumulators generates a temperature transient which |

was not analyzed in the original design of the accumulators, and multiple transients of this nature could
generate through-wall cracks in the tank as a result of thermal fatigue. WEC recommended that other |

means of verifying check valve operability at refueling outages, such as valve disassembly, could be
acceptable alternatives in determining that a valve's disk will full stroke open. Other means could include
maintaining a constant nitrogen pressure in the accumulator for the time required to reach low level and

! terminating the test immediately thereafter. .,

Although testing with Dow is generally the preferred method of testing check valves, sample disissembly *
and inspection in accordance with Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2 provides an acceptable means of
verifying the full-stroke exercise of check valves. Other Westinghouse units have recently proposed a
sample disassembly and inspection program in accordance with Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2 (Pt.

,

Beach, Callaway, McGuire) or a reduced accumulator pressure blowdown test in conjunction with a j

nonintrusive techniques at refueling outages (Beaver Valley, Summer). It does not appear that the i
I

burden at Zion to comply with Position 1 or 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 is any more excessive than at I
these other PWRs. Therefore, it is recommended that relief as requested not be authorized. The
licensee should full-stroke exercise the valves in accordance with Generic Letter 89-04 Positions 1 or 2.
If full or partial Dow exercising during cold shutdowns is impractical, the licensee should clarify this relief

Generic Letter 89-04 Position 2, and Draft NUREG 1482 Section 4.1.2 allows a samplingrequest.
technique to be used. However, if the sample valve fails, then all valves in the sample group must be
tested. The licensees proposed sampling plan does not agree with this. The licensee should consider the
safety signi6cance and historical reliability of these valves when proposing alternate testing.

3.1.2 Relief Request Number: VR 03, RIIR Cold Leg Injection PIVs,1(2)SI9001A, B, C, D and
1(2)SI9002A, B, C, D

ReliefRequest: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 10,14.3.2, which requiresquarterly full-
flow exercising of check valves.

Licensee's Basisfor Relief and Proposed Alternate Testing: The licensee states: ' Relief is requestell to
measure flow to check valves S19001 A thru D and S19002 A thru D by an indirect method to verify'

maximum accident Dow. During pre-operational testing, differential pressure gages were temporarily'

installed between check valves SI9001 and S19002 in order to calculate the flow through each of the four
Safety Injection cold leg lines. This testing demonstrated that flow was approximately equal through each
line. Due to radiation concerns and the difficulty to install the temporary differential pressure gages
because of physical parameters, Zion Station will assume that flow through each of the four SI cold leg
lines is still balanced. This assumption is based on the fact that if one of the check valves should become
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! impaired, flow through this line would become obstructed and Gow would become imbalanced through
i

! the four lines. This imbalance of Gow would be indicated on the flow instrumentation located between
the common RHR discharge header and check valves S18957A, B.

Zion Station is proposing that maximum accident flow will be verified for check valves S19001 A thru D
and S19002 A thru D if the ratio of Dow through this flow instrumentation is approximately equal to one.

|

| SpeciSc acceptance criteria will be included with the test procedure. If the ratio of flow does not meet
this acceptance criteria then differential pressure gages will be temporarily installed between check valves
S19001 and S19002 to determine which line is causing the imbalance of flow and the necessary corrective,

|
action will be taken.

|
These valves will be exercised for required accident flow during a refueling outage when the RCS
pressure will then be low enough to allow adequate flow through the check valves. In addition, partiali

stroke exercising will be performed during CSD.

This alternative will provide adequate assurance of the required level of safety and that operational

| readiness is maintained."
#

i

Evaluation: These check valves are pressure isolation valves on the RHR cold leg injection lines. They '
provide protection of the lower pressure RHR injection piping from the higher pressure Reactor Coolant

|
System during normal operation. There are no individual flow elements that could be used to verify the

|
flow of the maximum required accident flow rate through these valves. The licensee has asserted thatI

full flow will pass through the four check valves by verifying that the total flow has not changed. |
.

Differential pressure will not be measured.|

In Appendix A of Draft NUREG-1482, regarding NRC Position 1 on full flow testing of check valves,
there is a discussion under Question Group 2 as to why knowledge of total flow through multiple parallel

>

lines is unacceptable when the total flow through each path was known when it was established.

The NRC response is that the objective ofinservice testing is to evaluate and investigate the possibility
of degradation of components and to take corrective action before components fail. Verification of total
header flow rate might not identify a problem, developing or occurring, with an individual check valve
in one of the parallel Dow paths.

With respect to balancing of flow, the Technical Specification requirement is based on the Dow from one
loop being lost through a break, Consequently, that Dow path is restricted or throttled to minimize
significant diversion of Dow. The Technical Specification requirement was not intended to verify
individual check valve operability.

The Beaver Valley Power Station (Docket No.50-334) submitted a similar request. The NRC, in a safety
evaluation dated January 24,1992, provided a detailed evaluation of this testing method and concluded
that it will not demonstrate positively full-stroking of the individual check valves. The NRC
recommended either that permanent or temporary Cow instruments be used on each of the branch lines,

.
or the valves be disassembled and inspected, or that nonintrusive diagnostic methods be employed.

|
In Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1, (see also Draft NUREG-1482, page A-2), the NRC recognizes that
it may be impractical to perform full flow testing of some check valves and that it may be possib!c to
qualify other techniques to confirm that the valve is exercised to the position required to perform its
safety function. In. addition to complyingwith the six criteria identified in Position 1, the licensee should
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consider Section 4 of Draft NUREG 1482, speci6cally 14.1.2, which states that the NRC has determined
that the use of nonintrusive techniques is acceptable to verify the full stroke of a check valve, although
the flow rate must be sufScient to full-stroke the valve. These techniques are considered "other positive j

means" in accordance with 14.3.2.4(a) of OM Part 10, and relief is not required except as would be
necessary for the testing frequency. Such nonintrusive techniques may be used in a sampling plan as
described in 14.1.2 of Draft NUREG-1482.

Therefore, the licensee's proposed alternative should not be authorized. Testing during operation or cold
shutdowns is impractical. However, the licensee should develop an alternate testing method that could
be used for the next and subsequent refueling outages and revise the IST program accordingly. ;

1

3.1.3 Relief Request Number: VR-06, Containment Recirculation Sump Isolation Valves,1(2)MO%
SI8811A, B

ReliefRequert: The licensee has requested relief from the requirements of OM Part 10,14.1, which
requires local veriScation of valve position indication every two years.

,

|

" Zion Station requests relief to perform remote positi$ indication .Proposed Alternate Testing:
veri 5 cation of 1(2)MO%SI8811A and B on an alternating basis. That is, one valve is inspected each
refueling outage to coincide with the required E.O. inspection. Since Zion is on an 18 month refueling
schedule, each valve wculd be tested once every 3 years rather than once every 2 years. This alternative
would provide adequate assurance that operational readiness is maintained."

Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "The containment recirculation sump isolation valves are
each contained in a metal closure which can withstand post LOCA containment pressure. There are no
indicators outside the container which can be used to determine the actual physicalposition (open/ closed)
of the valves. It is necessary to remove the exterior closure cach time remote position verification is

required.

Removal of the metal closure is time and labor intensive. The removal of both enclosures each refueling
outage is a burden to the Station due to the time required to remove the containers (scaffolding and
rigging), stroke and verify indicators, and reinstall the containers." ,

|

&aluation: Containment recirculation sump isolation valves are opened manually to provide suction to
the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps during cold leg recirculation. The valves are closed when taking

RHR pump suction from the hot leg. ,

Per the Valve Program Tables, these valves are exercised open and closed and stroke time tested
quarterly. OM Part 1014.1 requires that valves with remote position indication be observed locally at
least once every 2 years to verify that valve operation is accurately indicated. Where practicable, this i

I

local observation should be supplemented by other indications such as use of Gow meters or other
suitable instrumentation to verify obturator position. These observations need not be concurrent. Where
local observation is not possible, other indications shall be used for verification of valve operation.

The licensee's request that these valves be veri 6ed for local position indication at 3 year intervals when
the enclosures are removed to verify the environmental qualiScation of the valve operators would not
result in a significant decrease in the level of safety versus the hardship of time-consuming dismantling
of the valve enclosures and the consequent increased risk of failure to restore the enclosures to their
design basis integrity. Therefore, based on the hardship without a compensating increase in quality and
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safety, it is recommended that the proposed alternative testing be authorized in accordance with 10 CFR

50.55a(a)(3)(ii).
|

However, the licensee should evaluate the practicality of supplementing the triennial local position
indication veri 6 cation with observation of system characteristics such as leak testing as prescribed by the ,

1

Code.

3.1.4 Relief Request Number: VR-07, High Head Safety injection Header RCS Isolation
Valves,1(2)SI8900A, B, C,D and 1(2)S19032

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from the requirements of OM Part 10, T 4.3.2.4 (a),
which requires quarterly veri 6 cation of check valve closure capability.

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion Station has recently completed modifications on both Units 1 and 2
to prevent any leakage into the area behind these check valves either from the check valves themselves
or through the upstream motor operated valves from the Charging system, from causing thermally-
induced piping stress. These modifications were installed in response to Generic Letter 8.8-08.

The modifications installed an annunciator at the Main Control Board (MCB) which alarms w' hen the '
pressure in the piping behind these check valves reaches 2000 psig. This annunciator alerts the operator
to depressurize the header. Since RCS pressure during operation is 2235 psig any leakage through the
subject check valves would cause annunciation at the MCB. This annunciator provides continuous
monitoring capability of the integrity of the series combination of check valves 1(2)SI8900A D and

,

1(2)S19032 and will enable timely identification of leakage through these valves.

Zion Station believes that this annunciator provides sufficient monitoring capability to ensure that the
integrity of these check valves is maintained." |

1

Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: " Valves 1(2)SI8900A D are arranged in parallel and are
the isolation check valves closest to the reactor on each of the Charging to Cold Legs branch lines. Valve

1(2)SI9032 is located on the common portion of this header upstream of valves 1(2)S18900A-D and acts
in series with each of these check valves. The Code requires that each of these valves be tested for
backleakage. While such a test could be devised in which the backleakage through these valves could
be routed through the Safety Injection system test header and measured, Zion considers such testing to
be excessively burdensome.

The aforementioned test method is similar to that employed with the RCS Pressure Isolation Check
Valves (PlV) as defined by Zion's Technical Specifications. This testing is necessarily performed on
startup in Mode 3 at normal RCS operating temperature and pressure. This places the testing dire,ctly
on critical path for reactor startup. Based on Zion Station's experience with PIV testing, it is estimated
that at least 12 hours of critical path outage time would be required to accomplish this testing. In
addition, the charging system piping is designed to the same pressure rating as the RCS piping so that
any backleakage that may be present through these check valves wouM not serve to overpressurize the
upstream piping. Also, due to the high operating pressure of the Charging system, any backleakage
through these check valves would not be able to enter the Charging system."

Evaluation: These check valves are located on the High Head Safety injection Header (Charging pumps
to RCS Cold Legs).1(2)SI8900A-D serve as one of two in-series boundary isolation valves between
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ASME Class 1 and Class 2 piping.1(2)S19032 is a secondary passive isolation between the RCS and
Charging systems.

The Code requires individual veri 6 cation of valve closure. OM Part 1014.3.2.3 states that check valves
which operate in the course of plant operation at a frequency which would satisfy the exercising
requirements of 14.3 need not be additionally exercised provided that the observations otherwise
required for testing are made and analyzed during such operation and are recorded in the plant records
at intervals no greater than specified in 14.3.2.1.

The only practical means of verifying valve closure is by leak testing. The licensee has installed ,

annunciators in the control room to continuously monitor the valves in series by monitoring the pressure |

in the piping behind these check valves.

He NRC has provided guidance, in Draft NUREG 1482, Section 4.1.1, for preparing relief requests
when licensees have two check valves in series with no provisions for verifying that each can close. As
discussed in the NUREG, the licensee must provide information that the safety analysis does not require
both of these Class 1 valves to function, i.e., one valve could be removed without creating an unreviewed

~

safety question or creating a conflict with regulatory or license requirements.
_

,

The licensee is implying that the main purpose for the modifications described is to ensure that the i

piping in which the subject check valves are contained is properly protected from any thermal expansion i

caused by backleakage of these check valves by alerting the operator to depressurize the piping header
when the pressure reaches 2000 psig. However, it is not clearly stated whether one of these check valves
could be removed without creating an unreviewed safety question or a conflict with regulatory or license

requirements.

Therefore, provided the licensee verifies that only one of the two Class 1 valves is required, and the
provisions of 14.3.2.3 are met, relief can be recommended pursuant to 10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(i). However,
if the series valves are required by the plant safety analysis assumptions, verification of the capability of
each of the valves is required and relief cannot be granted. As stated in Draft NUREG-1482, Section
4.1.1, the licensee may demonstrate the capability of both valves to close by disassembly and inspection,
or other positive means (e.g., radiography). He licensee should revise the relief request accordingly. ;

3.2 Chemical and Volume Control System

3.2.1 Relief Request Number: VR-02, Charging Pumps Minimum Row Valves,1(2)VC8542A and B

Rehef Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 10, 14.3.2, which requires full-flow
exercising of check valves.

.

Proposed Alternate Testing " Zion Station vtilizes an indirect method of testing check valves VC8542A-B
since these lines are not instrumented with Dow or differential pressure indicators. Total charging pump
flow is calculated using measured pump differential pressure and the manufacturer's pump curve. Total
pump flow includes flow through the pump discharge header and the mini.Dow line. The flowrate
through the mini Dow line is equal to the calculated flow from the pump curve minus the measured flow
in the discharge header."
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Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "A review of pump performance data shows that, on
average, all the charging pumps perform within 12% of the manufacturer's pump curve. At the time
this check valve test is performed, a correction factor is determined accounting for the actual difference
in performance of the pump from the pump curve. Since the flow required through the mini-flow line
is small (50 gpm), only a small portion of the pump curve is utilized for this test. Therefore, the

; correction factor is accurate over this small range of the' pump curve and accurate testing results are
,

| obtained.
|

|
Due to an insufficient length of straight piping in the mini-flow line and resultant Dow instabilities,
routine use of temporary ultrasonic flow instrumentation does not yield consistent results. However,I

Zion did attempt a best effort validation of this testing method with temporary ultrasonic flow meters.

1

The alternative method will provide adequate assurance that operational readiness is maintained."l

Evaluation: In Pump relief request PR-09, the licensee states that the centrifugal charging pump
reference flowrate is 90 gpm and that "the pump curve is essentially horizontal between 85 and 95 gpm."

,

i

It appears, therefore, that the flowrate through the minimum flow check valve cannot be_ determined
using the pump curve with much accuracy. The licensee has not provided any informatio6 in the relief ,
request concerning'the portion of the pump curve being used or provided an example. Without this

| 9 ional information, the alternative does not appear to provide an adequate quantitative measure tot:

that the required flowrate is passed through the valve. The licensee may use this relief requestw
, svide additional justification of the acceptability of the proposed indirect method to ensure the

flowrate through these valves quarterly.

As discussed in Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1, full-stroke exercising of check valves requires that the
maximum required accident flowrate be passed through the valve. The licensee has stated that using
temporary flow instruments on the mini flow line did not provide acceptable results. The licensee should
consider measuring the flowrate upstream of the pumps using temporaryinstruments and then subtracting
'he flowrate measured downstream using flow element 1FE121 to determine the mini-flow line flowrate.

cases where the maximum required accident flowrate cannot be passed or where flow instrumentation
m not installed or cannot be determined, the use of nonintrusive methods to determine valve obturator
full-stroke is acceptable. Nonintrusive methods, such as acoustic monitoring and ultrasonics, can proside
a " positive means" of verifying the valve obturator travels to the required safety position and therefore
meets the Code requirements, i.e., OM Part 10,14.3.2.4(a).

Immediate compliance with the Code requirements is impractical given the current | system design.|

Compliance would require a plant shutdown to allow the licensee to evaluate and obtain temporary flow
instruments upstream of the pumps or nonintrusive methods. An interim period of time is necessary for
the licensee revise the relief request or evaluate the options, procure instrumentation and revise,the

,

i

procedures to comply with the Code. In the interim the licensee should evaluate the use of temporary
flow instruments, or the use of non-intrusion methods. The licensee's current method of determining

|
flowrate should provide a reasonable assurance of the check valve's operational readiness during the
interim.

Therefore, it is recommended that interim relief be granted in accordance with 10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(i) for
one year or until the next refueling outage, whichever comes later.

!
.
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3.2.2 Refueling Outage Justification: VR.08, RCP Seal Injection Check Valves,1(2)VC8367A, B, C,
1(2)VC836D, and 1(2)VC8375A, B, C, D

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 1014.3.2.4 (a), which requires
verification of individual check valve closure capability quarterly.

Proposed Alternate Testing: " Zion Station will back Icakage test these valves in series. Leakage identified
will be attributable to both valves. This testing will ensure the integrity of the ASME Class 1 to Class
2 transition."

Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "These valves are physically located in series with no test
connection located between them. To test each valve individually would require a modification to installi

a test connection between them. A modification to install a test connection on all eight scal injection
lines would be an excessive cost burden to the Station. These valves can be tested in series with the
current piping configuration.

To perform the check valve closure test, the flow to the Reactor Coolant Pump seals needs to be isolated.
Since seal injection is required during normal operation to prevent potentially damaging the seals, it is
not practical to isolate seal injection during normal operations. Therefore, this test is impractical to'
perform during normal operations.

The methodology used in testing these valves would require the RCPs and Charging Seal Injection to be
secured. A blank Dange would be installed on the inlet to the seals to provide a test boundary as well
as to prevent any test water leakage into the seals. . Test equipment would need to be installed on the
system to perform the leakage test. To set up and perform this test as required by the Code would be
burdensome to perform at cold shutdown due to the costs involved in remaining shutdown even if the
RCPs were secured.

Therefore, taking the above mentioned items into account, these check valves will t- tested at reactor
refueling."

Evaluation: The subject valves are normally open, simple Class 1 check valves, located inside the missile
barrier, inside containment. The only practical method for testing these valves is by leak testing since
they do not have position indication or pressure instrumentation. It is impractical to leak test these
valves during operation as they must remain open to supply sealinjection to the reactor coolant pumps.
Interrupting seal Dow could damage the pump seals. Testing during cold shutdowns is also impractical
due to the test setup and performance limitations. The licensees justification for testing the valves during
refueling outages in accordance with OM Part 1014.3.2.2(e) is acceptable.

The Code requires individual verification of valve closure. The only practical means of verifying valve
closure is by leak testing. However, due to the lack of test connections between the valves, the licensee
has proposed to test the valves in series. The NRC has provided guidance, in Draft NUREG 1482,
Section 4.1.1, for preparing relief requests when licensees have two check valves in series with no
provisions for verifying that each can close. As discussed in this NUREG, the licensee must ensure that
the safety analysis does not require both of these Class 1 valves to function, i.e., one valve could be
removed without creating an unreviewed safety question or creating a conflict with regulatory or license
requirements. The licensee's basis does not discuss the function of the valves. Provided the licensee
verifies that only one of the two Class 1 valves is required, relief can be recommended pursuant to
10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(i). If however, the series valves are required by the plant safety analysis assumptions,
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|

verification of the capability of each of the valves is required and relief cannot be granted. Generic
Letter 89-04, Position 2 provides an acceptable alternative for demonstrating the capability of both valves

| to close by disassembly and inspection. The licensee should revise the relief request accordingly.

33 Auxiliary Feedwater System

33.1 Relief Request Number: VR-05, Steam Supply to AFW Pump Turbine Check Valves,
1(2)MS0006,7

Relief Request: The licensee has requested relief from OM Part 10,143.2, which requires quarterly |
verification of individual check valve closure capability.

-

ProposedAlternate Testing: 'The Station is currently pursuing acoustic monitoring as a potential method
of determining valve closure. This testing could only be done during a refueling outage. However, until

.

sufficient baseline data can be obtained there will not be enough conclusive evidence to determine valve
degradation, if any, in a timely manner.

The valves are tested quarterly for full flow. The valves have had an excellent Inservice Tristing record.
This test is sufficient to detect valve degradation for the required open stroke. However, valv'e closure *

,

| can not be verified quantitatively.

The Station believes that the current testing and development of acoustics for these valves would provide
reasonable assurance to maintain valve operational readiness."

,

t

i Licensee's Basisfor Reliep The licensee states: " Zion has investigated methods of testing these valves
! for closure as required by the Code. The Plant piping configuration does not provide a positive way to

verify valve closure. Compliance with the Code exercising requirements could only be achieved after a
significant redesign of the system. Any modification would require cooling to vent Main Steam. The
modification would also require engineering to prevent flooding. These modifications would be
burdensome due to the costs involved.

As an example, in the same lines, motor operated valves are provided as isolation in the event of a steam
line break. A test could be developed during normal operation where the motor operated valve could
be used to isolate the check valve while supplying steam flow to the upstream side of the disk which
would cause the valve to close. However, there are no vent, drain, or test lines to depressurize the pipe
between the isolation valve and check valve. Hence, the check valve may not close fully, if the test could
be performed, permanent or temporary instrumentation would be needed to detect 5 team flow or

| pressure and the piping design at Zion does not facilitate the use of this methodology.

i

: These check valves are a Crane / Chapman 623A W.E. tilting disc type. The valve body is split with'the
disc on one half and the seat on the other half of the valve. Valve disassembly and inspection is not an
option for these valves because there are inherent risks involved with this sort of disassembly. In ordert

to get a good seating match of valve disc and seat, the valve must be assembled while removed from the
, - pipe to visually accept its seating ability. These 6 inch valves would require their welds cut out, and the

"
,

valve itself removed for disassembly / reassembly and then welded back in place. The cost and critical path
time during an outage would be extensive and a burden for the Station."

|
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Evaluation: Check Valves,1(2)MS0006 and 7 are six inch, normally closed valves located in the steam
supply to the turbine driven AFW pump turbine. These check valves open to allow main steam to the|

AFW Pump Turbine. Additionally, these valves perform a safety function in the closed position to

|
prevent diversion of steam flow from the AFW pump turbine in the event of a failure of one of the steam

| lines.
.

As required by OM Part 10,14.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.4, check valves which serve a safety function in the closed
position are to be tested in a manner which demonstrates that the valve disc travels promptly to the seat
upon Dow reversal or cessation, quarterly. Confirmation that the disc is seated shall be a direct indicator
such as a position indicating device, or by other indicators such as changes in system pressure, flowrate,
level, temperature, seat leakage testing, or other positive means, such as nonintrusive techniques or
disassembly and inspection.

These valves are simple check valves and do not have position indication or system instrumentation that
would allow veri 6 cation that the valve was closed during operation. The design of the valve (as shown
on the Chapman Division Drawing No. C-53485, supplied by the licensee) makes disassembly and
inspection impractical. However, it appears, based upon a review of P&ID M 20, that a !cak test (i.e.,
a pressure decay test) may be per'ormed utilizing drain valves or temporary connections downttream of,t

the check valves. It would be impractical to perform this test during operation, due to the personnel
safety hazard, or during cold shutdowns, due to the extensive test setup and performance limitations,
which could extend the outage. However, the licensee should consider this method of testing during
refueling outages.

It is recommended that the licensee pursue the use of nonintrusive testing techniques, including
techniques besides acoustic monitoring, and leak testing and implement them if they are demonstrated
to be effective.

Based on the impracticality of verifying the closure capability during operation or cold shutdowns, it is
recommended that interim relief be granted in accordance with 10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(1), for one year, or
until the next refueling outage, whichever is later. In the interim, the licensee should investigate and
implement leak testing or other positive means for verifying valve closure. Full flow testing the valves
quarterly should provide adequate assurance of the valves' operational readiness in the interim. If the
licensee determines that acoustics, or another method veri 6es closure, relief may no longer be required.

3.4 Containment Spray System

3.4.1 Relief Request Number: VR-09, CS Pumps' Cooling Water Solenoid Valves,1(2)SOV SW0153

ReliefRequest The licensee has requested relief from the requirements of OM Part 10,14.2.1.2, which
requires quarterly measurement of valve stroke times.

Proposed Altemate Testing: " Zion Station tests the 1(2) C Diesel Driven CS Pumps on a quarterly
frequency. During this test, the Dow rate of cooling water through 1(2)SOV-SW0153 is recorded and
veri 6ed to be within a certain range. The veri 6 cation of flow through the valve during operation of the
diesel-driven CS pump is considered sufficient to ensure that the valve is capable of opening on demand
to meet its safety function."

,
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Licensee's Basisfor Relief: The licensee states: "1(2)SOV-SW0153 is a solenold-operated valve which is
required to open upon starting of the 1(2) C Diesel Driven Containment Spray (CS) pump to provide
cooling to the engine and to the CS room coolers. The valve opens automatically on starting of the

! pump. This valve is an integral component of the CS Diesel-Driven pump skid and, as such, does not
have control circuit or indication independent of the pump engine. This lack of remote position
indication coupled with the fact that position of solenoid valves cannot be determined by observation
makes it impossible to perform stroke time testing on this valve."

Evaluation: OM Part 10,14.2.1.3 requires that the necessary valve obturator movement be determined
by exercising the valve while observing an appropriate indicator or by observing other evidence such as

;

changes in system flow rate which reflect change of obturator position. Simply verifying the flowrate is
within a range can substantiate that the valve moves to the required position, however, this alternative ,

does not provide a means for detecting valve degradation. Measuring the length of time between pump i

start and the detection of flow rate through 1(2)FISW84 can provide an adequate means of measuring |

the stroke time in accordance with the Code. Therefore, it is recommended that relief be denied. The !

licensee should perform stroke time testing in accordance with the. Code as described above.
Alternatively, the licensee could consider using nonintrusive methods to determine valve, stroke time.

. .

4.0 EVALUATION OF DEFERRED TESTING JUSTIFICATIONS
~

Commonwealth Edison has submitted 30 justi6 cations for deferring valve testing. These justifications
document the impracticality of testing 270 valves for both units quarterly, during power operation, or

- during cold shutdowns. These justifications were reviewed to verify their technical basis.

As discussed in Generic Letter 91-18, it is not the intent of IST to cause unwarranted plant shutdowns
or to unnecessarily challenge other safety systems. Generally, those tests involving the potential for a
plant trip, or damage to a system or component, or excessive personnel hazards are not considered
practical. Removing one train for testing or entering a Technical Specification limiting condition of
operation is not suf6cient basis for not performing the required tests, unless the testing renders systems
inoperable for extended periods of time (Reference Generic Letter 87-09). Other factors, such as the
effect on plant safety and the difficulty of the test, may be considered.

|

Valves, whose failure in a non-conservative position during exercising would cause a loss of system i

function, such as non-redundant valves in lines (e.g., a single line from the RWST), or the RHR pump
discharge crossover valves for plants whose licensing bases assumes that all four cold, legs are being
supplied by water from at least one pump (Reference NRC Information Notice 87-01),.should not be
exercised during conditions when the system is required to be operable. Other valves may fall into this
category under certain system configurations or plant operating modes, e.g., when one train of a
redundant ECCS system is inoperable, non-redundant valves in the remaining train should not be cycled
because their failure would cause's total loss of system function or when one valve in a containment
penetration is open and inoperable, the redundant valve should not be exercised during this system
configuration.

BNL's evaluation of each cold shutdown justi6 cation is provided in Table 4.1. Each refueling outage
justi6 cation is provided in Table 4.2. The anomalies associated with the speci6c justifications are
provided in Section 5.0 of this TER (Subsections 5.20-5.31).

-
_
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5.0 IST PROGRAM RECOMMENDED ACTION ITEMS

Inconsistencies, omissions, and required licensee actions identified during the review of the licensee's
third interval Inservice Testing Program are summarized below. The licensee should resolve these items
in accordance with the evaluations presented in this report.

5.1 The IST Program does not include a description of how testing requirements were identified for
each component, or the safety function of the valves. The review performed for this TER did
not include verification that all pumps and valves within the scope of 10 CFR 50.55a and Section
XI are contained in the IST Program, and did not ensure that all applicable testing requirements
have been identified. The licensee is requested to include this information in the IST Program.
The program should describe the development process, such as a listing of the documents used,
the method of the basis for categorizing valves, and the method or process used for maintaining
the program current with design modifications or other activities performed under 10 CFR 50.59.
Additionally, for each interval, the licensee should maintain an accurate status of the relief I
requests including their revision and NRC approval.

. 1

The licensee has classified components in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.25. Some non ,
Code classi5ed safety-related components are included in the IST program, as augmented
requirements. The licensee should ensure that all safety-related components are tested
commensurate with their importance to safety, as required by 10CFR50, Appendix A, Criterion 1. ;

;

5.2 The IST Program's scope was reviewed for selected systems. The pumps and valves in the Unit i

1 Auxiliary FeedWater System, Main Steam, Reactor Vessel Head Vent, Containment Spray, and
Service Water Systems were reviewed against the requirements of Section XI and the regulations.
The UFSAR was used to determine if the specified valve categories and valve functions were
consistent with the plant's safety analyses. The review results showed compliance with the Code,
except for the following items. The licensee should review these items and make changes to the
IST Program, where appropriate. AdcJtionally, the licensee should verify that there are not
similar problems with the IST Prograr.1 for other systems.

* The IST Program does not require fail-safe testing or exercising closed the solenoid operated
reactor vessel head vent valves (ISOV RC08 through 11). Per UFSAR Section 5.4.15, "These
valves are operated from the Control Room and failin the closed position." The licensee should
verify the function of these valves and revise the IST program appropriately.

'

* The IST Program, Table 4.1 1 identifies the AFW pump service water suction crossover valves |

(IMOV-SW106 and 107) as normally open. Drawing M-037-1 (Revision AT) depicts them as
normally closed. .

* The MSIVs (1HOV MS001 through 4), are hydraulically-pneumatically operated. The IST
Program does not require fail safe testing of these valves. The licensee should review NRC IE
Information Notice No. 85-84 and revise the IST Program appropriately. Additionally, UFSAR

~

Section 10.3.4 states that the MSIVs and check valves (1MS008 through 11) have a seat leakage.
-

- acceptance criteria of 10 cubic centimeters per inch of valve seat diameter per hour. The IST
Program, however, indicates that these valves are Category B and C, respectively. The Code
requires valves that have a specific maximum seat leakage rate in order for the valves to fulfill
their safety function to be categorized as A or AC. The licensee should review the safety analysis
and the function / category of these valves. In accordance with P&ID M-020, the main steam line
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check valves (1MS008 through 11) are safety related but not Code Class. The licensee should j
also review the code classi6 cation of these valves.

* The IST Program only requires fail-safe testing and position veri 5 cation of the main steam
atmospheric relief valves (1MOV-MS0017 through 20). The valves are not required by the
program to be stroke exercised. Per UFSAR 10.3.2.2, these valves are "provided to
automatically maintain the steam pressure below 1105 psig under emergency shutdown." The .
licensee should review the function of these valves and revise the IST program appropriately. 1

1

* The main feedwater checkvalves upstream of the feedwater isolation valves (1FW-005 through
8) are identified on P&ID M-022 as safety related, but not Code Class. The licensee should
review the code classification of these valves, as they may be required to isolate a feedwater line
break prior to isolation by the motor-operated valves. i

1

* The - breakers at the discharge of the service water pumps (1SWO648 through 650) are |
not included in the IST Program. As discussed in draft NUREG-1482, Section 4.3.8, if these i
valves are required to provide overpressure protection to the senice water system, they should
be included in the IST program. |

~

|
-

.

!= A number of motor-operated valves in the senice water system are only exercised open (e.g.,
OMOV-SW0007). The UFSAR Section 9.2.1.3 discusses the capability of the system to be
isolated under postulated leakage conditions. The licensee should verify that these valves are not
required by the safety analysis to have a closed function and therefore are required to be tested
in the closed position.

5.3 In Pump Relief Request PR-01, relief was granted to perform flow testing on the Service Water
Pumps during cold shutdowns and refuelings. The licensee should continue to monitor pump
vibration and differential pressure quarterly in accordance with Generic Letter 894)4 Position 9.
Table 3.1-1 " Units 1 and 2 Pumps Inservice Testing Plan Listing" should be revised to reflect
this.(TER Section 2.2.1)

5.4 In Pump Relief Request PR-05, relief was granted from measuring individual Service Water !

pump flow rates following maintenance. The licensee proposes to use brake horsepower,instead I

of Dow rate, as the set reference parameter when performing the retest to verify operability
following maintenance (onsite or offsite). In addition, the licensee proposes to perform an
additional inservice test, with flow during "a scheduled cold shutdown." This inservice test, with
flow, should be performed during the next cold shutdown of suitable length, regardless of
whether the cold shutdown was " scheduled". (TER Section 2.2.2)

5.5 In Pump Relief Requests PR-06,-07,-08,-09, and -10, the licensee proposed pump flow toleradces
in excess of Code requirements. The !!censee should modify these relief requests to discuss the
instrument accuracy and readability as requested by the NRC in Sect 6d 3.2.2 of the June 14,
1993 SER. (TER Sections 2.2.3, 2.4.1, 2.5.1, 2.6.1, and 2.7.1)

5.6 In the Proposed Alternate Testing for Pump Relief Request PR-10, the licensee states taat 'The
differential pressures will be compared to Table 3b limits to ensure the measured value is within

10% of the pressure reference value." As per OM Part 6 Table 3b, vertical line shaft pumps
are required to be declared inoperable when the differential pressure decreases by 7%, or
increases by 10%, from the reference value. In addition, Table 3b requires the tes'. frequency
to be doubled (i.e., once every one and one-half months) when the pump. is in the Alert Range.
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It is unclear what actions the licensee plans to take when this situation arises during cold I
shutdown testing when the Code requires doubling the test frequency. The NRC has provided I

guidance for valves in this same situation (Draft NUREG-1482, Section 4.2.1). Corrective action I

is required prior to returning the plant to power, or the plant must be returned to a mode which
permits testing every one and one-half months. The licensee should revise this Relief Request
to correct these discrepancies. (TER Section 2.2.3)

1

5.7 In Pump Relief Request PR-04, the licensee states that the current Containment Spray engine
vibration amplitudes are acceptable to the engine supplier. Since the pump is an equally critical '

component, the licensee should also verify the acceptability with the pump supplier. (TER |

Section 2.3.1)

5.8 Table 3.1-1 " Units 1 and 2 Pumps Inservice Testing Plan Listing" incorrectly references Relief
Request PR-05,instead of PR-06 for pumps 1(2)FW004 on Page 12. (TER Section 2.4.1)

5.9 In Pump Relief Request PR-10, the licensee bases the precision obtainable for measuring Senice i

Water pump flow (t 500 gpm) upon the increments (1000 gpm) of the currently. installed flow |
Iinstrumentation. The replacement or installation ofinstruments to meet the Code requirements.

is not considered an undue burden. The licensee should investigate the availability 'of a more
precise Dow element. If one is not available, a more detailed discussion is needed to ensure that
the large flow variance will not overlook pump degradation. (TER Section 2.2.3)

. 5.10 In PR-07, the licensee proposed a i3 gpm ( 10%) flow range for the Safety Injection pumps,
which is well in excess of the NRC approved i2% The licensee has not provided sufficient
information to ensure that the proposed acceptance range will provide reasonable assurance that2

pump degradation will be detected, and operability assured. The use of pump curves provides
an acceptable alternative in instances where the flow can not be set to a prescribed reference
value. The licensee should revise this Relief Request to reflect the use of pump curves. These
curves should be prepared in accordance with the NRC Recommendation specified in Draft
NUREG 1482, Section 5.2, and be included in the IST Program. (TER Section 2.5.1)-

5.11 While performing the centrifrigal charging pump flow test in PR-09, the licensee should ensure
that the minimum Dow line is isolated using manual valves VC 8479A and B (per VC-05, MOV-
VC-8110 and 8111 cannot be isolated) during the performance of the test to ensure that the Dow

,

measured by IFE 121 is the total pump output. Ifisolating the individual minimum Dow lines ;

is not practical, the licensee should revise the relief request accordingly. (TER.Sectipn 2.7.1) :

5.12 The licensee has proposed performing a " reduced pressure flow test" as a means of full-stroke
exercising the SI accumulator check valves. "As a further means of detecting degradation of 1

these check valves, acoustic monitoring will be attempted in conjunction with this test." It is not I
evident how a reduced pressure Dow test alone will verify that the valves are full-stroke exercised.
The licensee should clarify whether this test is conducted at the maximum required accident
Dowrate as discussed in Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1. If a reduced flow rate will be used, a
positive means of verifying the valves open to the full-stroke position is required. Draft
NUREG-1482, Section 4.1.2 further discusses the use of nonintrusive techniques as a means of
verifying valve position and allows sample testing. The licensee should revise relief request VR-
01 to clarify the testing method, as it does not appear to comply with Generic Letter 89-04,
Position 1. .
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With regards to the test frequency, it is impractical to partial stroke or full stroke exercise these
! valves open quarterly because the maximum operating pressure in the accumulators is less than
; the normal operating pressure in the RCS. However, the licensee has not provided justification

for not performing a full stroke open or at least a partial-stroke open test at cold shutdowns.
j' Cold Shutdown Justification VC-18 discusses the impracticality of exercising the valves closed
j quarterly.
i

'

Furthermore, the licensee provides an explanation of the burden of testing all four accumulator
,

check valves each refueling outage. Other Westinghouse units have recently proposed a sample
disassembly and inspection program in accordance with Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2 (Pt.
Beach, Callaway, McGuire)or a reduced accumulator pressure blowdown test in conjunction with
a nonintrusive techniques at refueling outages (Beaver Valley, Summer). It does not appear that
the burden at Zion to comply with Position 1 or 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 is any more excessive

!- than at these other PWRs. Therefore, it is recommended that relief as requested be denied.
j The licensee should full-stroke exercise the valves in accordance with Generic Letter 89-04,

Positions 1 or 2. If full or partial flow exercising during cold shutdowns is impractical, the
,

j licensee should clarify this relief request. Generic Letter 89-04 Position 2, and Draft NUREG-
| 1482 Section 4.1.2 allows a sampling technique to be used. However, if the sample valve fails,
i then all valves in the sample group must be tested. The licensees proposed sampling plan does-
'

not agree with this. The licensee should consider the safety signl8cance and historical reliability
of these valves when proposing alternate testing. (TER Section 3.1.1)

:

i 5.13 It is recommended that the alternate testing proposed in VR-03 not be authorized (See TER

| Section 3.1.2). The licensee should develop and implement at the first refueling outage of the

i interval an alternate testing method to verify the full-stroke opening of the RHR cold leg
4 injection PIVs. Acceptable methods include the use of nonintrusives, disassembly and inspection,
j or the installation of flow instrumentation. (TER Section 3.1.2)
:

j 5.14 The alternative proposed by the licensee in VR-06 to verify the valve position indication locally
every three years is recommended to be authorized. The licensee should, however, evaluate the4

j practicality of supplementing the triennial local position indication verification with observation
i of system characteristics. (TER Section 3.1.3)
!

! 5.15 In Pump relief request PR-09, the licensee states that the centrifugal charging pump reference
: flowrate is 90 gpm and that 'the pump curve is essentially horizontal between 85 and 95 gpm."

It appears, therefore, that the flowrate through the minimum Dow check valve cannot be
determined using the pump curve with much accuracy. The licensee has not provided anyi

information in Relief Request VR-02 concerning the portion of the pump curve being used or
provided an example. Without additionalinformation, the alternative does not appear to provide*

; an adequate quantitative measure of the Dowrate through the check valves. The licensee inay
: use this relief request to provide additional justification of the acceptability of the proposed
; indirect method to ensure the Dowrate through the valve is above the minimum quantity.
!

I As discussed in Generic Letter 89-04, Position 1, full stroke exercising of check valves requires
! that the maximum required accident flowrate be passed through the valve. The licensee has

stated that using temporary Gow instruments on the mini Gow line did not provide acceptable;
. results. The licensee should consider measuring the flowrate upstream of the pumps using
: temporary instruments and then subtracting the flowrate measured downstream using Dow

element 1FE121 to determine the mini Dow line Dowrate. In cases where the maximum required4

;

)
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! accident Dowrate cannot be passed or where flow instrumentatioa ls not installed or cannot be
'

determined, the use of nonintrusive methods to determine valve'obturator full stroke is
1 acceptable. Nonintrusive methods, such as acoustic monitoring and ultrasonics, can provide a
'

' positive means" of verifying the valve obturator travels to the required safety position t.nd
] therefore meets the Code requirements, i.e., OM Part 10,14.3.2.4(a).
|
| Requiring immediate compliance with the Code requirements is impractical given the current
| system design. Compliance would require a plant shutdown to allow the licensee to evaluate and

{ obtain temporary flow instruments upstream of the pumps or nonintrusive methods. An interim

| period of time is necessary for the licensee to revise the relief request or evaluate the use of
temporary flow instruments, or non intrusive techniques. In the interim, the licensee's current

: method of determining flowrate should provide a reasonable assurance of the check valve's
operational readiness. (TER Section 3.2.1)

.

i 5.16 The licensee's basis in Relief Requests VR-07 and VR-08 does not discuss the function of the
! valves as required by the . safety analysis. Provided the licensee verifles that only one of the two
4 check valves is required, relief can be recommended pursuant to 10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(i).- If
i- however, the series valves are required by the plant safety analysis assumptions, verification of,

the capability of each of the valves is required and relief cannot be granted. As stated in Draft
~

,

i NUREG 1482, Section 4.1.1, the licensee may demonstrate the capability of both valves to close
i by disassembly and inspection, or other positive means (e.g., radiography). The licensee should
j revise the relief requests accordingly. (TER Sections 3.2.2 and 3.1.4)

j 5.17 It appears,-based upon a review of P&ID M-20, (VR-05) that a leak test (i.e., a pressure decay
j test) may be performed utilizing drain valves or temporary connections downstream of the steam
: supply to AFW pump turbine check valves could be used to verify the valves' closure capability.
4 It would be impractical to perform this test during operation, due to the personnel safety hazard,
1 or during cold shutdowns, due to the extensive test setup and performance limitations, which
! could extend the outage. However, the licensee should consider this method of testing during
j refueling outages.

i It is recommended that the licensee pursue the use of nonintrusive testing techniques, including
i techniques besides acoustic monitoring, and leak testing and implement them if they are
; demonstrated to be effective,
i
l Based on the impracticality of verifying the closure capability during operation or cold sh,utdowns,

it is recommended that interim relief be granted in accordance with 10CFR50.55a(f)(6)(i), for,

j one year, or until the next refueling outage, whichever is later. In the interim, the licensee

] should investigate and implement leak testing or other positive means for verifying valve closure.
; Full-flow testing the valves quarterly should provide adequate assurance of the valves' operational

]. readiness in the interim. (TER Section 3.3.1)
;

i 5.18- The licensee's proposal to simply verify that the flowrate is within a range can substantiate that
the CS pumps' cooling water solenoid valves moved to the required position, however, this
alternative does not provide a means for detecting and monitoring valve degradation. Measuring

,

the length of time between pump start and the detection of flow rate through 1(2)FISW84 cani

I provide an adequate means of measuring the stroke time in accordance with the Code.
_

Therefore,it is recommended that relief request VR-09 be denied. The licensee should perform

, .
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stroke time testing in accordance with the Code. Alternatively, the licensee could consider using4

nonintrusive methods to determine valve stroke time. (TER Section 3.4.1)
*

;

j 5.19 The licensee has proposed a sample disassembly and inspection program for 35 check valves in
i Relief Request VR-04, based on the lack of a quantitative means to verify the valves' full-stroke.
i This program appears to comply with the criteria of Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2. Position
. 2 was developed prior to the wide spread use of nonintrusive techniques. Disassembly and

{ inspection of a check valve is not considered a true substitute for an operability test conducted
; under operating flow conditions, but is allowed when no other means for testing is available. In

the Generic Letter 89-04 public meetings, in response to questions on the use of disassembly and4

inspection, the NRC indicated that the use of other alternate techniques, including nonintrusives,,

were under investigation and were being encouraged by the NRC. The licensee should evaluate
i the use of nonintrusives in lieu of disassembly.
!
-

| 5.20 According to the Technical Speci6 cations (Tech Specs) 4.8.5.A.4 and 4.8.3.A.7, valves MOV-
4 SI8808A through D and MOV-RH8703, respectively,"shall be stroke tested only during refueling
; outage." The licensee's proposed testing at cold shutdowns (VC-16 and VC-02) conflicts with

these Tech Specs. The licensee should verify when testing is allowed and practical. ' Addition. ally,2

Technical Position VP-03 fdenti6es conflicting requirements in Tech Spec 4.4 and UFSAR Table';
,

! 16.3-3. Tech Spec Section 4.4 addresses safeguards instrumentation and control channel testing |
and does not appear to address testing of these valves. UFSAR Table 16.3-3, however, in Note ;:

; "'" states that the valves will be stroked at refueling and "energization of these valves is |
permissible to support other testing..." As required by 10CFR50.55a(f)(5)(ii), the licensee is4

required tat apply for a Tech Spec amendment when the Tech Specs conflict with the IST
j program.
||

1 5.21 The licensee has not, provided justification for not testing the SI8957A and B valves closed
quarterly in Justification VC 10. However, since these valves are located inside containment, it

; appears that to establish such a test setup during normal plant operation would be excessively
; burdensome and impractical because ofincreased radiation exposure to personnel. The licensee,
; however, should revise the justification in future program submittals.

; 5.22 The licensee describes a safety function for the RHR pumps' discharge check valves, RH8730A
; and B, in the closed position in Justification VC-11. However, neither the justification nor the

Valve Program Tables identifies any required testing in the closed direction. The licensee should<

i revise the program as appropriate.
.. .

j 5.23 As discussed in Section 4.0 of this TER, entering a LCO is not sufficient basis for not performing
i

; the required tests, unless the testing renders systems inoperable for extended periods of time. I
The licensee should evaluate quarterly testing of the valves discussed in VC-20 within 'the
Technical Specification allowed outage time, or further investigate the effects of testing, which
may provide additional basis for the deferral. In particular, the licensee should refer to NRCi

Information Notice IN 87-01, "RHR Valve Misalignment Causes Degradation of ECCS in
PWRs," for guidance with respect to closure during power operation of RHR discharge cross.
over isolation valves. The licensee should revise this justification.

'

5.24 Although there is no individual pump flow instrumentation, it is not clear why the licensee could
not use nonintrusive diagnostic techniques (e.g., acoustics) to determine whether the service,

water pumps' discharge check valves have full-stroke opened during normal pump operation.
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Therefore, the licensee should investigate the practicality of using nonintrusive diagnostic )
techniques to verify full disk lift during quarterly flow testing and revise Justification VC-19
accordingly.<

!

5.25 Table 4.1-1, Valve Inservice Testing Plan Listing, Page 91, does not indicate a reverse flow
closure test for IVC 8546. The licensee shotild verify that this valve does not have a safety
function in the closed direction, or revise the program accordingly.

5.26 The licensee should note that the NRC position, as described in the " Minutes of the Public
: Meetings on Generic Letter 89-04," dated October 25,1989, Response to Question 24, is that if
i a valve performs a safety function in only the closed position, demonstration of a full-stroke open

before verification of closure capability is not required by the ASME Code. This closure
veri 6 cation is required to be performed at the frequency specified by the Code. The licensee
should review the Valve Testing Program to assure that testing of check valves is not
unnecessarily deferred due to a misinterpretation of the ASME Code and provide additional
justification for not testing the valves closed quarterly or at cold shutdowns (Justifications VO-09,
VO-03, VO-04, VO-02). ..

The licensee has proposed testing the RCP seal water supply valves at refueling i[utages in
'

5.27
Justification VO-08. The licensee should, however, consider testing these valves whenever the
associated RCP is not running during cold shutdowns.

5.28 For the automatically initiated portions of the IVSW System (Justification VO-06), it is
acceptable to defer testing to refueling outages in accordance with OM Part 10 14.3.2.2(e).
However, the licensee should revise the test procedure to a method which would verify positively
that each individual check valve opens during testing.

The licensee should verify that the valves, whether in the automatic or manual portions of the
IVSW System, do not perform a safety function in the closed position, since the Containment
Isolation components to which the IVSW check valves are connected include Pressure Isolation

'

,

Valves and other high energy line valves such as for the RCP seal water supply line and the
CVCS Letdown line.

5.29 The licensee in Technical Position VP-06, has stated that "Subarticle 1.2(a)(2) allows valves
which are used for system control to be exempt from OM Part 10" and has proposed only fall-
safe testing these valves in accordance with 14.2.1.6. OM Part 10, excludes valves used only for
system control. If a control valve has a fall safe function, it is not exempt from the requirements
of OM Part 10. As described in draft NUREG-1482, Section 4.2.9, control valves with a fail-safe
function are required to be stroke exercised and fall-safe tested in accordance with OM Part.10,
14.2.1. The licensee should revise the IST program, accordingly.

5.30 The licensee has provided in Technical Positions VP-02 and 4, discussions of situations where
testing may be impractical given certain operating configurations or constraints. Deferral of

- test;ng to periods when testing is practical complies with the requirements of OM Part 10 and
,

is therefore acceptable. The licensee should, however, provide specific evaluations of the
impracticality of testing valves in the IST records.

.
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)5.31 The licensee has stated in VO-02 that differential pressure gages will be used to calculate flow ;

rate through the RHR hot leg injection valves. The licensee should clarify why flow transmitter '

FT600 cannot be used.
|

|
;
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10. Minutes of the Public Meet ngs on Generic Letter 89-04, October 25,1989.i

11. Supplement to the Minutes of the Public Meetings on Generic Letter 89-04, September 26,1991.

12. Draft NUREG-1482," Guidelines for Inservice Testing at Nuclear Power Plants," P. Campbell,
November 1993.

13. ASME OMb-S/G-1992,Part 14," Vibration Monitoring of Rotating Equipment in Nuclear Power
Plants."

14. " Required Vibration Analysis Techniques and Instrumentation on I.ow Speed Pum'ps," J. E.
Beny, Technical Associates of Charlotte,347 North Caswell Road, Charlotte, NC 28204, Second
Edition,1992.

.

15. " Understanding Vibration Measurement," R. Chitwood, Orbit, Bentley Nevada, March 1994.

16. "A Comparison of Peak and rms for Measuring Vibration," J.S Mitchell, Vibrations, Vol. 3, No.
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.

17. Goldman, S., Vibration Spectrum Analysis, A Practical Approach, Industrial Press Inc.,1991.
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18. Generic Letter 9118, 'Information to Licensees Regarding Two NRC Inspection Manual
Sections on Resolution of Degraded and Nonconforming Conditions and on Operability,"

,

November 7,1991. I

19. Generic Letter 87-09, Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the Standard Technical Specifications (STS) on the
Applicability of Limiting Conditions for Operation and Surveillance Requirements," June 4,1987.

20. NRC IE Information Notice 87 01, "RHR Valve Misalignment Causes Degradation of ECCS
-in PWRs," January 6,1987.

21. NRC IE Information Notice No. 85-84, ' Inadequate Inservice Testing of Main Steam Isolation
Valves," October 30,1985.

22. Karassik, Igor J., Centrifugal Pump Clinic . Second Edition, Marcel Dekker, Inc.,1989,

23. Karassik, Igor J. and Carter, Roy, Centrifugal Pumps, McGraw-Hill,1960.

24. Generic Letter 94-03: Deficiencies Identified During Service Water System' Operational
Performance Inspections, January 11,1994. ' '

25. Generic Letter 89-13: Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety Related Equipment, July
18,1989.

26. Generic Letter 89-13 Supplement 1: Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related
Equipment, April 4,1990.

27. International Standard 150-2372," Mechanical Vibration For Machines with Operating Speeds
From 10 to 200 rev/s - Basis For Specifying Evaluation Standard",1974 Edition.

- 28. NRC Safety Evaluations:

* " Zion Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, Inservice Testing Program Relief Requests for
Pumps and Valves (TAC Nos. M83016, M83017, M85479, and M85480)", USNRC to

<

D.L. Farrar, June 14, 1993. |

* " Zion Station, Units 1 and 2, Relief Requests for the Second Ten Year Interval Inservice
Testing Plan for Pumps and Valves (TAC Nos M82715 and M82722)", USNRC to T.J: Kovach,
March 24,1993.

" Zion Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, Safety Evaluation of the Inservice Tesiing*

Program Relief Requests for Pump and Valves (TAC Nos. M86678 and M86679)", USNRC to
D.L Farrar, June 25, 1993.

Attachments:
1. Table 4.1
2. Table 4.2
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Appendix A: Zion P& ids

P&ID Sheet l*

No No. System Revision |

M-18 1 Piping Symbol Sheet O
l

M-19 1 Instrument Symbol Sheet E

M-22 1 Steam Generator Feedwater Piping WN

M-32 1 Service Water AN

M-32 2 Service Water BR

M-32 4 Service Water B

M-37 1 Condensate Storage System AT
~

M-37 2 Condensate Storage System AC . .

M-38 2 Fuel Oil & Diesel Oil AD

M-39 1 Isolation Valve Seal Water AA

M-43 1 Screen Wash & Fire Protection YM

M-44 1 Containment Spray System JK

M-45 1 Waste Disposal System (Liquid) Blowdown System AK

M-45 3 Waste Disposal System (Liquid) Blowdown System E

M-47 1 Waste Disposal System (Liquid) Auxiliary Building AH
Drains

M-52 1 Reactor Coolant loops 1 and 2 AG

M-53 1 Reactor Coolant Loops 3&4 AW

M-62 1 Residual Heat Removal AL

M-63 1 Spent Fuel Pit Cooling & Cleanup Piping AC

M-64 1 Safety Injection System AG ,

M-65 1 Safety Injection System AL

M-66 1 Component Cooling System AR

M-67 1 Component Cooling System AE

M-69 1 Demineralized Flushing Water AD

M-70 2 Cont. Air Monitoring Sampling & Equipment Vent L
System

.

A-1

|
1

|
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Appendix A (Cont'd)
,

j P&ID Sheet
j No No. System Revision

M 70 1 Con't Air Monitoring Sampling & Equipment Vent AN.

System

l M 71 1 Service Air AN

i M-72 11 Instr. Air System Reactor Building & V.P.C. C

M-72 12 Instr. Air System Reactor Building & V.P.C. C

{ M 74 1 Nuclear Sample (Primary) T

; M-84 1 Heating System Hot Water AF

! M 87 1 Waste Drain System AB
,

;

M 500 1 Control Room Drawing Main Steam Piping BA -

,

'
M-502 1 Steam Generator Feedwater Piping AM

j M 512 1 Isolation Valve Seal Water V
! Fire Protection & Screen Wash AFM-513 1 -

1

j M 514 1 Containment Spray System AF

i M 515 1 Reactor Coolant System Z

| M 516 1 Reactor Coolant AR

-I M 517 1 Chemical & Volume Control System AC j

j M-518 1 Chemical & Volume Control System AF

M-520 1 Residual Heat Removal AF l

l
'

M-521 1 Safety Injection System S

~

M-522 1 Safety injection System AE '

M 523 1 Component Cooling System Z
.

M-529 1 Nuclear Sample System N
1

; M 530 11 Starting Air Piping Schematic D

M-536 1 Containment Purge & Relief System AJ
;

M-537 1 Containment Purge & Relief System AK |

M-956 1 Reactor Vessel Head Vent System J

'

M 959 5 Reactor Vessel Head Vent System G

A-2
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j Appendir A (Cont'd)

! P&ID Shect-
No No. System Revision -

) M-1062 1 Diesel Generator 0 Starting Air ECN
j No.22-00653M

M 1063 1 Diesel Generator 1A Starting Air ECN-

No. 22-00656M

| M 1064 1 Diesel Generator -1B Starting Air ECN
No. 22-00226M-02

M-1065 1 Diesel Generator Starting Air 2A ECN
No. 22-00230M-01

; M 1056 1 Diesel Generator 2B Starting Air E C N ..
j
-

No. 22-00234M-01

'! M-20 1 Main Steam Piping BG

M-34 1 Service Water AT

M-54 1 Chemical & Volume Control System A;
4 '

M-55 1 Chemical & Volume Control System AS
,

I
4

4

1

4

j - .

!

*
-

)-

!
l

~

:
- ...

.

M

a '

I

A-3
.

-
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Table 4.1 Zion Units 1 & 2 Cold Shutdown Justification Evaluations

item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of ihnsee's JustificationNo. Identification Valve Exercising ~1tsting

Main Steam System

VC. 1(2)llOV- M 020. Rev. P *llOV.MS000),2,3, and 4 will not be *Ihese valves are It is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves closed quarterly01 MS0001 to MS- (M-500, Rev. exercised closed during power operation partially stroke because this would cause a plant transient.0004, Main BA), * Diagram because closure would result in reactor crercised at least
Steam Isolation of Main Steam trip and safety injection? quarterly and full "Ihe alternative provides part-stroke exercising so the closedValves 34 in. Piping Unit 1

stroke exercised during position quarterly and full-stroke exercising to the ckwed positionhydraulically- (Unit 2)* start-up from or
operated, at cold shutdowns in accordance with OM Part to 14.2.1.2(b).entering cold
normally open,

shutdown?
globe valves 'The Valve Program Tables do not identify a fait safe test. 'Ihe

licensee should review the function of these hydraulic valves.
(Refer to NRC IN 85-84, * Inadequate Inservice Testing of Main
Steam Isolation Valves *).

VC- 1(2)MS0008 to M-020, Rev. P *It is the Station *: position that check *These valves will be it is impractical to exercise these valves closed quarterly because08 MS00ll, Main (M-500, Rev. valves MS0008,9,10 and 11 cannot be tested during startup this would require interrupting main steam line flow.Steam lines 1 to BA), * Diagram exercised closed during power operation from cold shutdown?4,34 in. check of Main Steam because this woukt require cycling the
'Ihe alternative provides exercising to the closed position duringw valves Piping Unit I reactor to hot standby to perform the Per the Valve Program
cold shutdowns in acmrdance with OM Part 10143.2.2(c).

N
(Unit 2)* test? Tables, these check

valves are exercised
closed at cold
shutdowns.

.

4

e

e
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- c+
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Liunsee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Licensee's Justification
No. Identification Valve Exercising Testing

.

Feedwater System

VC- 1(2)MOV-FW- M-022 Rev. *lt is the Station's position that valves %se valves will be It is impractical to part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valvea
06 0016 to FW. WM (M-302, MOV-FW0016,17,18 and 19 will not be exercised closed during closed quarterly because this would result in a loss of steam

0019, Main Rev. AM), exercised during power operation (Mode hot shutdown through generator level control and a possible plant trip.
Feedwater " Diagram of 1) because closure would result in a loss cold shutdown while
(Steam Steam of steam generator level control and a cither 1) all Main 'Ihe alternative prcwides full stroke exercising to the closed position
Generator Generator reactor trip." Feedwater (MFW) during cold shutdowns in acrordana with OM Part 1014.2.1.2(c).
Inlet) Isolation Feedwater pumps off and if Steam
Valves 16 in. Piping Unit 1 Generator pressure <
normally open, (Unit 2)* 700 psig, then au
motor-operated condensate / condensate
gate valves booster pumps off, or

2) all MFW regulating
valves and all MFW
regulating bypass valves

y are manually isolated."

Per the Valve Program
Tables :hese valves are
exercised to the closed
position at cold
shutdowns without
feedwater and
condensate operating,
but not more
frequently than once
every 92 days.

i ,

e

e

9

t
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Liansee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justi6 cationNo. Identification Valve Exercising Testing
'

Reactor Coolant System

VC- l(2)SOV RC08 M.956. Rev. J, "Ihe reactor vessel head went valves 'These valves will be It is impractical to exercise these valves to the open position15 to RC11, I in. (M-959. Rev. SOV-RC08,9.10 and 11 cannot be full stroke' exercised quarterly because these valves are required by Technicalnormally closed, G). * Diagram caercised during power operation. The during cold shutdown
Specifications to be closed during power operation because testingsolenoid. of Reactor normal position of these valves is de- and refueling outages of these valves open during power operation could jeopardize theoperated globe Vessel IIcad energized closed. Technical when all Reactor integrity of the RCS pressure boundary.valves, Reactor Vent System Specification 4.3.1.G.2 addresses testing Coolant Pumps arelicad Vent Unit 1 (Unit of these valves only in Modes 5 or 6. secured and the
The alternative prwides full-stroke exercising to the open positionValves 2)* Testing of these valves during power Reactor Coolant
during cold shutdowns in accordance with OM Part 1014.2.1.2(c).operation will cause the integrity of the System is depressurized

Reactor Coolant System pressure and vented. Thesew
* boundary to be challenged and will valves may also be

increase the potential for a Imas of stroked when the head
Coolant Accident? vent manual isolation

valve RC3070is
closed?

;

Per the Valve Program
Tables, these valves are

exercised to the open
position and stroke
time tested at cold
shutdowns without the
Reactor Coolant
Pumps operating,

i

,

e

e

a
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Tabla 4.1 (Cont'd)

| Iteta Valve Drawing No. , IJeannee's Josilfiention for Deferring Propoemd Alternate Brahtelion e(1Jeonenei JuntlfamilomNo. Identification Valve Esercising 'Ibettag
--

VC- I(2)PCV.
_

03 RC455C and.
M 53, Rev. " Valves PCV RC455C and PCV RC456 ' Valves PCV-RC455C It is impractial to part stroke or full-stroke esercise these valves to

,

AV,*Diayam (power operated relief valves) will not and PCV-456 will be the open position quarterly becaisse this could result in a loss ofRC456, of Reactor be full stroke caercised during power esercised full open and coolant hat. -
Pressurizer Coolant Imops operation. Zion Station has maimitted closed prior to entering
Reisef Valves 3 & 4 Unit 1,* to not stroking the PORVs during a plant condition in De alternative provides for full-stroke caercising to the open and(PORVs),3 in. (M-516 Rev. power operation in accordanz with which Low closed position and fait safe testing at cold shutdowns inair-operated, AP *Diapant Oeneric letter 9406. This Generic Temperature

accordance with OM Part 101411.2(c) and 4.2.1.6.
1

normally closed, of Reacecr Letter states,' Stroke testing of the Overpressure ,

fait closed globe Coolmat Unit PORVs should not be performed during Protection (LTOP)isvalves. 2*) power operation *, due to the risk required to ensure the
+

mamariated with challenging these valves valves' ability to *

in this condition." provule LTOP, and will
be escrdsed quarterly
while in that condition *

Per the Valve Program
w Tables, these valves are

! vi caercised to the open
and closed position
with stroke time testing
and fail safe tested (to
the closed pcmition) at
cold shutdowns.i

Chemical & Volume Control System
.

VC- 1(2)MOV- M-55. Rev. AS, *Strching valve MOV-VO100 during %refore, MOV-
It is impractical to esercise these valves to the closed preition14 VC5100,4 in. (M-518. Rev. power operation could potentially VO100 will be fuu- quarterly because this could damage the RCP seals.

,

normally open, AF), *Diayam damage the Reactor Coolant Pump stroke exerdned during
motor. operated - of Chemical & seals * cold shutdown when an De ehernative providea fun-stoke caercising to the closed positiongate valve, Volunie Reacsor Coolant

at mid shutdowns in accorda- with OM Part 101411.2(c).
,

> Reactor Control System Pumps are secured." .

Coolant Pumps Unit 1 (Unit - !

Seal Return 2)* Per the Valve Program
Isolation Valve

. Tables, these valves are' *.

exercised to the closed - '

position and stroke
time tested at cold '

shutdowns.
.

9

1
-

!

4
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ijcensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Ahernate Evaluation of Ucensee's JustlGestion

No. Identification Valve Esercising Testing
.

{
Component Cooling Water

VC- 1(2)I'CV- M47. Rev. * Component Cooling water flow to the *Ihe valves will be it is impractical to part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves to

17 CC685, CC AE, (M.523 Reactor Coolant Pumps and other exercise tested during the closed position quarterly because this could challenge the

from RCP Rev.Z) amnponents supplied by Component cold shutdown integrity of the RCP seals and/or czceed the design temperatures

Thermal Barrier * Diagram of Coohng is required at all times the unit providing all Reactor for the applicable amnponents.

Stop Valve: Component is above a cold shutdown condition. Coolant Pumps are not

1(2)MOV- Ceoinng System Exercising these valves during normal in operation and the The alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the closed position

CC9413A & B Unit 1 (Unit operation would result in a loss of heat load to other at cold shutdowns in accordance with OM Part 1014.2.1.2(c).

CC to RCP 2)*, coohng Dow to thcae cxunponents. This components is j

suction isolation would lead to a challenge of the RCP reduced? I

valves, M46, Rev. seals andAw exceeding the temperatures

| 1(2)MOV- AR, * Diagram for the applicable components? Per the Valve Program
Tables these valves areCC9414 & 9438, of Component'

exercised to theiu CC from RCP Cooling System
thermal barrier Unit t & 2* position and stroke*

time tested at coldstop valve,
shutdowns.

1(2)MOV-
CC9415 CC to
Unit 1 (Unit 2)
equipment
isolation valve
Normally open.
motor <yerated
gate valves

i *
,

&

e

e
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's JustlGention for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of thancei JustiGcation
No. Identification Valve Esercising Testing

Safety injection System

VC- |(2)MOV- M44, Rev. "It is the Station's position that MOV- "Ibese 12 vs.!ves will be MOV-SIS 806 is on the common suction line from the RWST to
05 518862, SI AG, (M-521, S18802, MOV-518806, MOV-518813 and exercised fu11 open and both SI pumps. MOV-518802 is on the common discharge line to

Pumps R. v. S) MOV-S!8814 valves will not be full closed during cold the add leg injection lines to all four RCS loops. Closure of ci:hcr.

Discharge * Diagram of stroke exercised during power operation. shutdown * valve isolates both trains of Safety injection to the RCS cold legs.
isolation valve. Safety MOV-SI6802 and MOV-SI8806 are
f(2)MOV- Injection normally placed in their safety positions MOV-SI8813 and MOV-SI8814 are on the common minimum flow
S18806 RWST System Unit I (open) and de-energized. Testing of return line from both SI pumps to the RWST. Similarly, MOV-
to SI Pump (Unit 2)* cither of these valves renders both trains VQ110 and MOV-VC8111 are on the common minimum flow
suction Valve, of $1 incapable of amdent mitigation. return line from the centrifugal charging pumps, which are also the
1(2)MOV- M-55. Rev. AS, Closure of MOV-518813 and MOV- high pressure safety injection pumps, to the inlet of the RCP seal
S18813 and (M-518. Rev. S18814 causes both 51 pumps to be water heat exchanger. Closure of any of these valves isolates either
8814. 51 Pumps AF), * Diagram masidered inoperable because the both trains of Safety injection or Centrifugal Charging pumps.
to RWST of Chemical & mininium flowpath is isolated

w Recirculation Volume jeopardizing pump operation in small It is impractical to part-stroke or full-strcke exercise quarterly any4 Stop Valve, Control System break less of Coolant Arcant of these valves open or closed.
l(2)MOV- Unit I (Unit scenarios. Closure of MOV-VC8110 or
VC8110 and 2)* MOV VC8111 causes both VC pumps 'The alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the open and
8111. Charging to be mnsidered inoperable because the cicsed positions at cold shutdowne in accordance with OM Part 10
Pump Mm. minimum flowpath is isolated 14.2.1.2(c).
Flow Isolation jeopardizing pump operation in small
Valves; break loss of coolant and semndary
Norma!!y open, rupture scenarios Zion Station
motor-operated philosophy does not permit entering the
gate valves; ILO for two inoperable SI or VC trains
Safety injection for testing purm*
Isolation Valves

VC- 1(2)MOV- M45, Rev. *1(2)MOV-518808A-D cannot be *Ibese valves will be it is impractical to part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves to
16 SI8808A thru AI, (M-522, exercised during unit operation. These closed and exercised the closed position quarterly because these valves are required by

D. Rev. AE) valves are part of the Spurious Valve open prior to entering the Technical Speciracations to be de-energized open during plant
$1 System * Diagram of Actuation Group (SVAG) and required or during startup from operation.
Accumulator Safety by the Technical Specifscations to be de- mid shutdown. " Ibis is
discharge Injection energized pea (their safety position) in acmrdance with Ilowever, the liansee sho nid verify when testing is allowed and9
: solation valves, System Unit I during unit operation. Strokmg them Suharticle 4 2.1.2? practidal in view of the test frequency in the Valve Prograrn Tables
10 in. normally (Unit 2)* during normal operations would be (cold shutdowns) versus the Technical Specifications Surveillance
open, motor- defeati.ig the de-energized SVAG valve Requirement 4.8.5A_4 that states "Ihese valves shall be stroke
operated gate principle? tested only during REFUEllNG ORITAGE"
valves .

-
_ - _ - _
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd)

licm Valve Drawing No. liensce's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Licensee's Justification

No. Identification Va!ve Esercising Tksting

VC- 1(2) SIS 948A M-65 Rev. *Ihese check valves cannot be stroked "Therefore,the closure The licensee states that to perform a leak test, the reactor must be

18 thru D/ AI, (M-522, during unit operation due to the test will be performed in a hot shutdown condition. The basis for this statement is

1(2)S18956A Rev. AE) pressure differential between the when returning from a uncicar. Ilowever,it is impractical to verify the closure capability

thru D * Diagram of so umulaton (600 psig) and the Reactor cold shutdown." of these check valves quarterly because of personnel henrds

SI Aaumulator Safety Coolant System (RCS)(2235 psig). The involved in performing a leak test at normal operating preuvres

discharge 10 in. Injection closure test wdl be performed by a Per the Valve Frogram and temperatures.

ched valves System Unit 1 leakage type test. ' Ibis test requires the Tables, these check

(Unit 2)* reactor to be in a hot shutdown valves are czercised The alternative prondes excrdsing to the closed position at mid
medition. Cycling the reactor every closed at cold shutdowns in acmrdance with OM Part 10143.2.2(c).
three months is impractical In addition, shutdowns.
during power operation, the pressure
differential between the RCS and the (Escrdse open testing
Safety lajection System is such that is performed at
these valves would not unseat * refueling outages under

relief request VR401
and pressure isolationw

00 valve seat leakage
testing is performed at
refueling outages
[within 2 years]).

Resulual llent Removal System

VC- 1(2)MOV- M-62. Rev. *lt is the Station's position that valve "Since liot leg Acmrding to the Technical Specification 433A7, valve MOV-

02 Ril3703, RIIR AI, (M.520 MOV-Ril8703 will not be full stroke Recrculation capability Ril8703 * shat! be stroke tested ordy during refucting outage? The

Pumps Rev. AE) exercised during power operation. is not required to be licensee's proposed testing cxm0icts with the Technical

discharge * Diagram of During power operation, this valve is de- available during coki Specifications. The licensee should verify when testing is allowed

isblation valve ResidualIIcat energized in the open position to ensure shutdown, valve will be and practical

to RCS hot legs, Removal Unit that RIIR fnow can be prended to the exercised fully open

12 in. normally 1 (Unit 2)* hot legs as ne====ry. This is intended and closed during mid

open, motor- to satisfy the spurious valve actuation shutdown *

operated gate criteria. Zion Techmcal Speofication
valves 4AJA7 limits operation of this valve to

plant 91aan when Ilot leg
Redrculation. capability is not required *

,

0 i
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Tame 4.1 (Cent *d)

, item Valve Drawing No. Ihnsee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Afternate Evaluation of Ijcensee's JustiGcation

No. Identification Valve Esercising "Ikstingj -

| VC- 1(2)MOV. M42. Rev. *It is the Station's position that MOV- "Ihese valves will be it is impractical to fu!I-stroke czercise these valves open or closed
;

D4 RIl8701, A1,(M 520, Rits701 and MOV.Ril8702 (Rentual esercised full open and quarterly because these valves are pressure isolation valves which

1(2)MOV- Rev. AE) Heat Removal loop suction valves) will closed during mid protect the RIIR system from RCS pressure.

RII8702. " Diagram of not be full stroke czercised during shutdown when

RCS to RllR Residuallleat power operation. Rese valves are not initiating or securing Tbc alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the open and

Pumps isolation Removal Unit designed to open under normal Residual liest closed positions at cold shutdowns in accxardance with OM Part 10

valves,14 in. 1 (Unit 2)* operating differential pressures and Removal * 1411.2(c).
normally closed, attempts to open these valves that are

retor-operated interlocked to Reactor Coolant pressure Per the Valve ProEram

gate valves couM overpressurize the RIIR lines? Tables, these valves are
exercised to the open

,

and closed positions
and stroke time tested
at cold shutdowns.

$
VC- l(2)MOV. M45, Rev. *lt is the Station's position that closure *Therefore,these valves *lhese valves provide doubic isolation for the Residual IIcar

07 S!8812A. A1. (M-522, of MOV-S18812A and B during will be exercised full Removal pump suction from the Refueling Water Storage Tank?

1(2)MOV- Rev. AE) quarterly crercising could render the open and closed during

S188128, * Diagram of Residual IIcat Removal System cold shutdown? It is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves closed quarterly

RilR Suction $sfety inoperable. MOV-S!8812A-B are since closure of either of these valves would render both trains of

from RWST Injection placed in their safety positions (open) RIIR pumps, which are also the low Pressure Safety injection

isolation System Unit 1 and de-energized. Testing of either of pumps, inoperable.

Valves 12 in. (Unit 2)* these valves renders both trains of RIIR

normally open. incapable of accident mitigation. Zion he alternative provides full-stroke crercising to the open and

motor operated Station philosophy does not permit closed position at wid shutdowns in accordana with OM Part 101

gate valves entering the 140 for two inoperable 4.2.1.2(c).
RIIR trains for testing purposes *

i
.
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justification

No. Identification Valve Esercising Testing

VC. 1(2)Ril0257, M -62. Rev. * %ese valves cannot be full stroked "A Gow test passing De licensee states that the on!y existing flowpath which could be

09 1(2)Ril0258, AL, (M-520, open during power operation because maximum accider.t flow used to verify the opening capabihry of these check valves durmg

RilR Pumps Rev. AE) the design of this low pressure system will be performed at normal power operation is through the 515735 manual valve via

discharge 10in. * Diagram of does not allow attainment of full system cold shutdown when RWST recirculation and that this flowpath is unacceptable during

normally ck3 sed Residual liest now with the respectrve Unit in normal full hop Dow can be power operation due to single failure concerns. According to the

check valves Removal Unit operation due to the high Reactor delr ered. flow diagram,it appears that failure of 8 in. manual valve S18735 in

I (Unit 2)* Coolant System pressure. He only the open position would direct a!! LPSURilR flow to the RWST
existing flowpath which <xmid be used to Closed position instead of to the RCS Cold legs and flot irgs.
verify the opening capability of these verifx:ation of these
check valves during normal Reactor valves is performed Flow to the RCS cx>ld legs could be restored by closure of MOV-
Power Operation is through the SI8735 quarterly at power by Ril8716B or MOV-Ril8716C,and MOV.Rii8716A.the RilR

valve via RW5T recirculation. His cycling the non-running pumps * cross-tie valves downstream of the RIIR heat exchangers.
Dowpath is unacxseptable during power pump's muuflow valve flowever,it does not appear that flow to the hot legs could be
operation due to single failure concerns. with the heat exchanger restored without closure of S18735. Aaording to the UFSAR.1
Partial opening of these check valves bypass line isolated and 63113, injection during the initial operation of the ECC5 is
coukt be accomplished during normal verifyinglittle or no through the RCS cold legs. He recirculation phase consists of two
power operation by routing Dow from a increase of the running modes, cold leg recirculation and simultaneous hot and <nto legu

C) single running pump through the heat pump's recirculation recirculation. He switch to simultaneous hot and cold leg
exchanger bypass line and through the flow.* recirculation is made to replace in solution any baron which may
non-running pump's miniflow valve. have plated out due to Dow conditions existing during the cold leg
Indication of the check valve partial Per the Valve Program recirculation phase of ECCS operation. Herefore, the licensee's
open stroke would be an increased Tables, these valves are concern with failure of $18735 in the open position is valid.
numflow recirculation Dow indicated on exercised closed
the running pump. His method, quarterly and exercised he licensee states that partial opening of these check valves during
however,is not considered to be a open at cold power operation could occur by routing flow from a single running
positive indication of tbc check valve shutdowns. pump through the heat exchanger bypass line and through the non-
opening because: running pump's mininow valve. Indication of the check valve
a. He amount of increased now is partial open stroke would be an increase in munflow recirculatx>n
small, and on the nonrunning pump.
b. He RIIR heat exchanger bypass line
isolation valves are not tested or In view of the licensee's failure to provide valve identifx:ation
required to be leak tight, and numbers,it is difficult to verify the licensce's partial flow test hne
c. His method requi es an assumptxm method. Ilowever, testing appears to be impractical due to the
that the isolation valse between the heat limited flow and lack of flow elements on the RIIR pumps *
exchanger, bypass lin and the running miniflow lines.
pump is not Ic= Lng or is leaking less
than the a, mount of the increased flow. Herefore, the alternative provides full stroke exercising to the
While this may be a good assumption, opta position at cold shutdowns in accordance with OM Part 101
the validity of the assumption is difficult 43.2.2(c).
40 prove.

.
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. licensee's Justirmation for Deferring Propneed Alternate Evaluation of licensee't Justification

No. Identircation Valve Exercising Testing

VC- 1(2)Sl8957A, M45, Rev. *These check valves cannot be exercised * these valves will be Dese valves are located inside containment. It is impractical to
.

10 1(2)S18957D, AL. (M-522, fully or partially during power operation exercised open and full-strote exercise these valves open quarterly because the shut off

RilR Safety Rev. AE) because the shut-off head of the RIIR closed during cold head of the RIIR pumps is less than the normal operating pressure

Injection 10 in. ' Diagram of purnps is lower than the RCS pressure. shutdcmn when the in the Reactor Coolant System. It is impractical to part-stroke

check valves safety nere are no test return loops or RCS pressure is low exercise these valves open quarterly because tie only means to

Injection recirculation paths available to allow a enough to reach the perform such a test is through the 3/4 in. acrumulator test line.

System Unit 1 Dowpath through these valves during flow conditions Due to the small size of that line with respect to the 10 in. size of

(Unit 2)* power operation. necessary to verify full the check valves in question,it does not appear that such a test
Dow.* would y%1d a flow rate sufficient to achieve meaningful results.

For partial stroking the valves, the 51
accumulator test line was considered as Per the Valve Program ne licznsee has not, however, provided justircation for not testing

a possible redrculation path available Tables, these check these valves closed quarterly. Ilowever, since these valves are

during power operations. Although valves are exercised located inside containment,it appears that to establish such a test

valves SI8957A-B are not defined as open and closed at cold setup during normal plant operation would be excessively
a

Pressure Isolation Valves (PIVs)in shutdowns. burdensome and impractical because of increased radiation#

Technical Specification 333.F. Zion exposure to personnel

consenatively tests these valves in
acmrdana with this Specification since The alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the open and

they are a redundant isolation to the closed positions at cold shutdowns in acrordance with OM Part 10

PlVs SI9001A-D and SI9002A-D. De 143.2.2(c).
PIVs isolating the RilR system from the
RCS are considered *high risk valves * as The liansee however should consider revising the justirmation in

described in Technical Spedfication future program submittals in light of the comments herein.
Bases 333 in that they respond to
prevent an Event V accident (inter-
system Lens of Coolant Accident). j
Since S18957A.B prende a backup
function to these PlVs,it is not
considered prudent to challenge these
valves by unscating them for partial
stroke testing quarterly.'

I
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd)

ltem Valve Drawing Nd. llansee) Justificatlos for Deferring Proposed Alternale Evaluation of Ucensee's JustlGention

No. Identificallon Valve Exercising Tbsting

VC- l(2)Ril87.10A, M-62 Rev. *lt is the Station's position that check Hese check valves are it is impractical to full-stroke esercise these valves open quarterly

11 1(2)Ril87308 A1. (M-520, valves Ril8730A and B cannot be full part-stroke esercised because the RilR pumps * shutoff head is lower than the RCS

RilR Pumps Rev AE) stroke esercised during unit operation an open quarterly and full- pressure.

Discharge 10 in. 'Diayam of the shutoff head of the pumps is lower stroke esercised open

check valves Residual liest than Reactor Coolant System pressure. at cold shutdowns. De alternative provides part-stroke exercising to the open position

Removal Unit Partial stroke exercising of these check quarterly and full-stroke exercising to the open position at cold

1 (Unit 2}' vahes will be demonstrated by shutdowns in accordance with OM Part 10143.2.2(b).
catablishing proper RHR pump
hrge Dow in the rearculation line ne licensee describes a safety function for these valves in the

during quarterly pump testing, closed position, flowever, neither the justification nor the Valve
Program Tables identifies any testing in the closed direction. He

FuB stroke caercising of these check licensee should revise the program as appropriate.

valves will be demonstrated while the
RHR system is in normal operation
during cold shutdown. His condition is

eD required to pronde system Dow
Mitions similar to design injection
Dow. His alternative will assure the
requirLd level of safety and that
operatic nel readiness is maintained."
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Table 4.1 (Cent *d)

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Ahernate livaluation of Licensee's Justification

No. Identification Valve Esercising ' listing

VC- 1(2)S19001 A to M-65, Rev. ' Check valves S19001A thru D and *Iherefore, the closure 'Ihese valves are located inside containment, to establish a test

12 D. AI (M.522 SI9002A thru D can only be exercised at test will be performed setup during normal plant operation to test for closure would be

Inops B, C D. Rev. AE) cold shutdown when the RCS pressure is after partial open exassively burdensome and impractical because of personnel

and A' Cold leg * Diagram of low enough to inject through the check exercising during hazards arising from exposure to radiation and high energy systems.

RllR Injection Sa.;ty valves. Therefore, the closure test will startup from cold
inboard PlVs,8 Injection be performed after the partial open *hutdown? 'the alternative provides verification of closure at mid shutcowns in

in. check valves System Unit I czercise during startup from cold accordance with OM Part 10143.2.2(c).

(Unit 2)* shutdown. Per the Valve Program

1(2)S19002A to
Tables, these valves are (The acceptability of the full-stroke crercising to the open position

D, A partial stroking of these valves exercised to the closed at refueling outages is addressed in Valve Relief Request VR-003).

1.nops B, C, D, through the accumulator test line was position and partial
sad A Cold leg evaluated as a possible recirculation exercised open (the

RllR Injection path available during power operations. latter as per VR4)03)
Outboard Class 'this partial stroke testing does not at cold shutdowns and

1 Boundary conform with the intent of Technical full-stroke exercised

& Valves,8 in. Specification (Tech Spec) 333.F and open (as per VR.003)

check valves the associated Tech Spec Bases at refueling outages.
regarding the pressure isolation valves
(PlVs)in that the ability to prevent
backleakage is challenged by passing
flow through the vahen. In addition, the
backleakage testing during operation
would require positioning various
spurious valve actuation group (SVAG)
valves in other than their safe position
for the duration of the testing,
Therefore, the closure test will be
performed after the partial open
exercise during startup from mid
shutdown?
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ucensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluallon of Uccance's justifcation

No. Identification Valve Ibercising Testing
,

VC- 1(2)MOV. M-62.Rev. * Closure of the MOV-Ril8716 and *Ihese 12 valves will be As discussed in Section 4.0 of this 'IliR, entering a LCO is not

20 Ril8716A C, AL, (M-520, MOV-518809 valves would isolate 2 of 4 esercised full open and sufficient basis for not performing the required tests, unless the

RilR Train A/II Rev AE) injection points. 'the accident analysis closed during cold testing renders systems inoperable for estended periods of time.

Alternate $1 * Diagram of only allows 1 injection point to be shutdown * The lecensee should evaluate quarterly testing within the Technical

isolation Residual IIcat isolated. Zion could not meet the Specification allowed outage time, or further investigate the c[fects

Valves,8 in. Remcwal Unit analysis assumption of injection into all of testing. which may provide additional basis for the deferral. In

normally open, I (Unit 2) four cx>ld legs coincident with single particular, the licensee should refer to NRC Information Notice IN

motor-operated failure. Opening of the MOV.Ril9000 87-01,"RilR Valve Misalignment Causes Degradation of ECCS in

gate valves. M-65 Rev. valves wouki result in a (km diversion. PWRs," for guidana with respect to closure during power

A1 (M-522, thus invalidating the cold leg injecsion operation of RilR discharge cross-over isolation valves.

1(2)MOV- Rev. AE) assumption made in the accident

Ril9000 * Diagram of analysis. Zion Station Philosophy does

RilR to llot Safety not permit entering Ilmiting Conditions
leg 51 Isolation Injection of Operation for multiple trains of
Valves,12 in. System Unit 1 inoperable equipment for testing
normally closed. (Unit 2)* purposes?a

* motor-operated
gate valves,

1(2)MOV-
Sis 809A/B,
RilR llXs to
12) ops B & Cf
A & D Cold
Irg 51 Isolation
Valves,10 in.
nwmally open,
motor-operated
gate valves

I
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of licenseei Justifation
| No. Identification Valve Exercising Tbsting

Instrument Air Systent

VC. I(2)FCV- M-72-11 Rev. *lt is the Staton's position that FCV- 'Ihese valves are It is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves closed quarterly
13 I A0lNU, C, (M-72-12, IA01A and B shall be exercised cimed esercised closed and because this could cause a plant transient arising from a loss of

Instrument Air Rev. C), *1? nit at cold shutdown. Closure of FCV- fait safe tested (to the control of letdown line flow and pressurizer level.
Inboard! ! (Unit 2) 1A01 A and B for testing purposes closed position) at cold
Outboard Diagram of during power operation would cause the shutdowns. 'the alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the closed position
Containment Instrument Air unit to lose letdown and thus lose and fait safe testing at cold shutdowns in accordance with OM Part
Isolation System pressurizer level control resuhing in an to 14.2.1.2(c) and 4.2.1.6.
Valves,1.5 in., Reactor undesirable operating mndition. Also
normally open, Building & instrument air to containment would be
fait closed, air- V.P.C.* shutoff which causes all valves operated
operated by IA to realign if not already in the
diaphragm loss of air position Notable among
valves these is the RCP seat leakoff valves3

u AOV-VC8141A-D. The strokingof the
FCV-I A0tNB closed could cause the
AOV-VC8141A-D valves to close and
thus challenge the backup number 2
RCP seal unnere==arity. In addition,
pressurizer spray capability is lost
making pressure control diffmult.
Sampling capability is also lost.
Consequently, due to operational
d4rrutties presented by stroking these
valves during power operation, they will
only be exercised closed in cold
shutdown.'

I .,
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Table 4.1 (Cent'd)
.

item Valve Drawing No. Ucensce's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justification

No. Identification Valve Exercising Testing '

VC. f(2)SW0001 M-32-1, Rev. *Ihese valves can only be crercised for "Ihe valves will be Based on a lack of flow instrumentation, the licensee has proposed

19 1(2)SW0004, AN,(M-32 4, full flow during the Service Water pump verified for full flow a partial flow test. It is not clear why the licensee could not use

f(2)SW0007, Rev.B), performann test which is done at mid during their respective non-intrusive diagnostic techniques to determine that the valve has

Servia Water * Diagram of shutdown (Referena PR4)l). De Service Water Pump full-stroke opened. Herefore, the licensee should investigate the

Pumos C. B, A Service Water valves will be verified for full flow test at mid shutdown. practicality of using non-intrusive diagnostic techniques to verify

24 in, discharge Unit 1 (Unit during their respective Servia Water A partial flow test and full disk lift d tring quarterly flow testing and revise the justification

check valves 2)* Pump test at mid shutdown. A partial backflow test on these acmrdingly.

flow test and backflow test on these check valves is

check valves is performed quarterly. performed quarterly."

Zion is currently analyzing Service
,

Water System requirements. A
mmputerized flow modelis being
developed in which any particular
sanario (i.e. valve line-ups) muld be
input to determine flows at particular
points in the system. He maximum

$ required accident flow through an
indmdual discharge check valve cannot
be determined physically until this
modelis finished. Zion's Service Water
design basis review will determine the
required flow for the pumps.

Currently, the acceptance criteria for
full flow of the check valves is to reach
maximum discharge flow from the
individual pump test during cold
shutdown. His flow exercises the duo-
check valve full open and is well beyond
the flow required for full disk lifL'

i t.,
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Tabis 4.4 f. lee Units 1 & 2 Itegneling Detage Joseedlema6.e F4eheettees'

item Vah Drawing No. Ucensee's JustiGcation for Deferring Proposed Alternate lhaluation oil.jeensee's Justificatico

No. Identification Vah Exercising *1hsting

Chemical & Volume Control System
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Tame 4.2 (Cent'd)

IIIm Valve Drawing No. Ucensee's Justification for Deferrliig Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justification

No. Identification valve Exerdsing Testing

VO- 1(2)VC848tA M-55. Rev. AS, * Full stroke exercising of the charging * Full stroke It is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves open with the

01 and 11 (M-Sib, Rev. pump suction check valve cannot be exercising of these reactor vessel head connected. During power operation, the RCS

Charging Pumps AF),' Diagram demonstrated during unit operation as check valves will be pessure pcvents the charging pump from reaching fdlinjeaion flow

4 in. Discharge of Chemical A the Reactor Coolant System pressure demonstrated during conditions, and also suction would have to be drawn from the RWST,

Check Valves Velume prevents the pumps from reaching full refueling while the which in turn would result in an increase in boron concentration in the

Control System injection flow conditions. Additionally, reactor vessel head RCS and a power transient. During cold shutdowns, injection into the

1(2)VC8546 Unit I (Unit suction would have to be switched from is removed Deze RCS could cause an overpressurization. De alternative of draining the

Charging Pumps 2)" the Volume Control Tank (VCI) to the valves can be RCS to provide a surge volume could jeopardize contros of reactor

RwST 8 in. RWST.His would inject 2400 ppm partially stroked water level abcwe the core.

Suction lleader barated water into the Reactor Coolant quarterly. Valve

Check Valve System and would set up a power VO546 will be VC8546 is part-stroke exercised open quarterly except when the unit is

transient that would cause an exempt from partial at the end of core life, typically during the last quarter, since stroking

undesirable renon oscillation. stroking when the this valve at that time would cause menon power oscillations, which is

Performance of this test with the unit is at end of core impractical.
Reactor Coolant System intact could life?
challenge the overpressure system. He For VC8546, the akernative provides part-stroke exercising open

alternative method of protecting against Per the Valve quarterly, except when the unit is at the end of core life, and full-stroke

@ overpressurization by partial draining of Program Tables, exercising open at refueling outages in accordance with OM Part 101

the Reactor Coolant System to provule valves VC848tA and 43.2.2(b) and (e).
a surge volume is not mnsidered a safe B are partial-stroke
practice due to mncerns of maintaining exercised open and flowever, the Valve Program Tables do not indicate a reverse flow

adequate water level above the reactor exercised closed closure test for VC8546. He licensee should verify that this valve does
core, quarterly and full- not have a safety function in the closed direction,or revise the program

stroke exercised accordingly.

Full stroke exercising of these check open at refueling
valves will be demonstrated during outages. For VC848t A/B, the ahernative provides part. stroke exercising open

refueling while the reactcw vessel head is quarterly and full-stroke exercising open at refueling outages is

removed. His alternative will assure Valve VC8546 is accordance with OM Part 10143.2.2(b) and (e).
operational readiness and the required partial-stroke
Icvel of safety is maintained. crercised open

quarterly and full-
Ecse valves can be partially stroked stroke exercised
quarterly. Valve VC8546 will be exempt open at refueling
trorn partial stroking when the unit is at outages.
end of core life since this would setup a

'.power transient that would cause a
xenon osc5 ation during this period. This11

'

period typically oaurs during the last
quarter of core life?
.

e
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Table 4.2 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ikensee's JustiGcation for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justification
No. Identification nive Esercising % sting

VO- 1(2)VC8224, M-54 ShII, "Ihe loop fill system is used during "Ihus, the valve He licensee should note that the NRC staff position, as dencribed in
09 CVCS Ileader Rev. A. (M- refueling outages to fill the reactor closure test will be the " Minutes of the Public Meetings on Generic 12tter 8944,* dated

to RCS toop 517. Rev. AC), coolant piping between the steam performed during a October 25,1989, Response to Question 24,is that if a valve perfcams
Fill Inboard " Diagram of generators and the Reactor Coolant refueling outage? a safety function in only the closed position, demonstration of a feil.
Containment Chemical & Pumps. He loop fill system is isolated stroke open before verification of closure capability is not required by
Isolation Valve, Volume from the Reactor Coolant System during Per the Valve the ASME Code. His closure verification is required to be performed
2 in. check valve Control System normal operation. Cyding this valve with Program Tabies, this at the frequency specified by the Code.

Unit 1 (Unis Dow would require an abnormal -'alve is exercised

2)* charging line-up resulting in a reactor dosed at refueling De licensee should review the Valve Testing Program to assure that
coolant inventory transient and possibly outages. testing of check valves is not unnecessarily deferred due to a
a subsequent reactor trip. misinterpration of the ASME Code.

De loop fill line outboard containment
isolation manual valves are supplied with

Isolation Valve Seal Water (IVSW).
Dese normally locked closed valves
would need to be opened to perform
testing, In addition, the IVSW system

o would need to be isolated from this line.
His is not considered a prudent or safe
practice at Zion during normal
operation and some shutdowns.

De test would require a longer duration
for most cxdd shutdowns. His would be
burdensome to the Station due to the
costs involved in remaining shutdown.

and the draining being a burden on the
radwaste system.

De function of this valve is to close;
however, the valve must be opened prior
to performing the closure exercise. Dus,
the valve closure test will be performed
during a sefueling outage? |,
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Table 4.2 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Ahernate Evaluation of Ucenses't Justification

No. Identification Valve Exercising 'Ibsting
~

VO- l(2)VC8368A M.54 Sh.1, *1hese valves cannot be exercised closed "These check valves "Ihese valves arc located inside mntainment. It is impractical to

08 to D. Rev. A. (M- during normal operation. Flow to the will be tested at exercise these valves closed quarterly because this would require

RC Pumps A to $17, Rev. AC), Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) seals reactor refueling.* isolating the RCP seal water flow,which could potentially damage the

D Seal Water " Diagram of needs to be isolated during this check seals. Furthermore, verifying closure during mld shutdowns when the

Supply Chemical & valve closure test. Isolating the RCP Per the Valve RCPs are running would require stopping and restarting the RCPs,

Containment Volume seal water flow muld potentially damage Program Tables, thereby increasing the wear and stress on the pumps, the number of

Inboard Control System the seals. Therefore, this test is these check valves cycles on plant equipment, and extending the length of cold shutdown

isolation Unit 1 (Unit impraaical to perform at normal are caercised to the outages.

Valves,2 in. 2)* operation. closed position at

check valves < refueling outages. "Ihe alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the closed position
"Ibc methodology used in testing these during refueling outages in acxordance with OM Part 1014.3.2.2(e).
valves would require the RCPs to be*

secured and bachseated. Test equipment "Ihe licensee should, however, consider testing these valves during cold
would also need to be installed on the shutdowns when the associated RCP is not running.
system to perform a leakage type test.
To set up and perform this test as

u required by the Code would be
burdensome to perform at mid"

shutdown due to the costs involved in
remaining shutdown even if the RCPs
were secured.*
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Table 4.1 (Cast'd)
t

Item Valve Drawing No. Limesce a Justification for Deterring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Uceasec% Justification

No. Identification Valve Eserdsing 'Ibsessa 6

1

Safety injection System

VO. l(2) SIB 926, M-64. Rev. " Ibis check valve cannot be full stroke * Partial stroke It is impactical to full-stroke esercise these valves open with thei

03 Safety injection AG (M-521 esercised during unit operation as the escrdsingof this reactor vessel head connected. During power operation, the RCS

Pumps Suction Rev.5) shutoff head of the pumps is lower than check valve will be pessure prevents the safety injection pump from injecting into the ,

Ileader 8 in. * Diagram of Reactor Coolant System pessure. demonstrated by RCS.. During cold shutdowns, full flow injection into the RCS could

Check Valve Safety Partial stroke exercising of this check - ' ' ; paper cause an overpessurization. The alternative of draining the RCS to

injection valve will be demonstrated by pump aarkarge flow povide a surge volume couki jeopardize control of reactor water level

Systent Unit I ~ estabbshing proper pump dMarge flow during periodic above the core.

(Unit 2)* during periodic pump testing, pump testing, ,

"Ihe alternative povides part-stroke exercising open quarterly, and full-
i

FuS stroke enerdsing of this check valve Full stroke stroke czercising open at refueling outages in accordance with OM Part'

with the Reactor Coolmat System intact ener<hing of this 101412.2(b) and (e).
could chassense the systeam.'Ibe check valve will be
ahernative method of pote<*ing apinst demonstrated during -

overpressurization by partial draining of refueling while the
the Reactor Coolant System to provide reactor vessel head
a surge volumic is not <manidered a safe is rennoved."

U pactice due to concerns of maintaining
adequate water level above the reactor Per the Valve
core. Program Tables, this

valve is part-stroke
' Full stroke czercising of this check valve exercised open

will be demonstrated during refueling quarterly and full-
while the reactor vessel head is ~ stroke esercised
reasoved. " Ibis alternative will povide open at refueling
adequate assurance of contamined outaps.

operational re=A=e== and annastaan the
|required level of safety?
,
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Table 4.2 (Cont'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee *s Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate thaluation of Ucenseci Justification
No. Identification Valve Exerdsing Tbsting

VO. 1(2)SI8922A, M-64. Rev. *Ihese check valves cannot be crercised ' Full flow exercising it is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves open with the
03 1(2)S!89228, AG, (M-521, during unit operstion as the sivtoff the check valves will reactor vessel head connected. During power operation, the RCS

Safety injection Rev. S) head of the pumps is lowes than be demonstrated by pressure prevents the safety injection pumps from injecting into the
Pumps * Diagram of Reactor Coolant System pressure. total pump discharge RCS.
Discharge 4 in. Safety flow during refueling
check valves injection Full stroke or partial stroke exercising while the reactor Also, h is impractical 10 part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves

System Unit I the check valves with the Reactor vessel head is open quarterly because these valves are downstream of the $1 pumps
(Unit 2)* Coolant System depressurized but intact removed. mini-flow recirculat on line to the RWST. During cold shutdowns,i

muld challenge the overpressure injection into the RCS could cause an overpressurization. De
mitigatica system. De alternative these check valves alternative of draining the RCS to provide a surge volume muld
method of protecting against will also be exercised jeopardize control of reactor water level above the core.
overpressurization by partial draining of closed at reactor

i the Reactor Coolant System to provide refueling * The alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the open position at
a surge volume is not musidered a safe refueling outages in accordance with OM Part 10143.2.2(c).

1 practice due to mncerns of maintaining Per the Valve
adequate water level above the reactor Program Ta' ales, llowever, with respect to exercising the valves open prior to performing
core, these valves are full. the closure exercise, the limnsee should refer to the discussion in the

a stroke exercised evaluation for VOO9 which describes the NRC stalY position that the*
Dese check valves are downstream of open and full-stroke ASME Code does not require full-stroke exercising open of a valve
the minimum flow recirculation line exercised closed at before verification of closure capability.
which is used for quarterly pump testing refueling outages.
during normal plant operations. De licensee should review the Valve Testing Program to assure that
Derefore the valves cannot be tested testing of check valves is not unnecessarily deferred due to a
quarterly. misinterpretation of the ASME Code.

Full flow exercising the check valves will
be demonstrated by total pump
discharge flow during refueling while the
reactor vessel head is removed. His
alternative will provide adequate
assuran of the required level of safety
and that operational readiness is
maintained during this interval
Sina these valves perform a safety
function 5: both the open and closed

,

position, the valves must be exercised to '

the open position prior to the close
exercise.hus, these check valves will '

also be exercised closed at reactor
. refueling *

.
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Table 4.2 (Coat'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. ljeensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate &aluation of LicenseeMustification
!?o. Identification Valve Exercising 'Ibsting ,

VO- !(2)SI8900A to M-64. Rev. "Ihe safety injection hot (518905A B, * full-flow testing of It is impractical to full-stroke exercise these valves open with the
04 D,Imops A-D AG, (M-521. S18949C-D, SI9004C-D) and mid these check valves reactor vessel head connected. During power operation, the RCS

Cold leg Rev.S) (S19012A-D) leg injection check valves must be performed pressure prevents the Safety injection pumps from injecting into the
Charging Water " Diagram of cannot be exercised during unit with the reactor RCS.

Admission 1.5 Safety operation as the shutoff head of the vessel head removed.
in. check vahes Injection pumps is lower than Reactor Coolant Also,it is impractical to part-stroke exercise these valves open quarterly

System Unit 1 System pressure. Hus, these check because these valves are downstream of the SI pumps mini-flow

1(2)S18905A (Unit 2)* valves will be recirculation line to the RWST.
and B. Loops The charging mid leg injection check exercised closed at
A and D lint valves (S18900A-D, SI9032) cannot be reactor refueling, For the Charging cold leg injection check valves,518900A-D and
leg Outboard full stroke or partial stroke exercised also." S19032, suction would have to be drawn from the RWST,which in turn
Pressure during unit operation as the injection of would result in an increase in Imron concentration in the RCS and a
Isolation mld, highly borated water would result Per the Va!ve power transient.
Valves,4 in. in a change in reactor are reactivity, a Program Tables,
check valves large menon oscillation, and undue these valves are For all of these valves, during cold shutdown, injection into the RCS,

thermal cycling of the injection nozzles. crercised open and muld cause an overpressurization. The alternative of draining the RCS

1(2)SI5949C He charging pump cold leg check valves closed at refueling to provide a surge volume could jeopardize control of reactor water
and D, loops cannot be partial stroke exercised during outages (mod subject level above the are. De alternative provides full-stroke exercising tou

A B and C llot cold shutdown with the reactor vessel to pressure isolation the open position at refueling outages in accordana with OM Part 101
leg Inboard head intact because that could result in valve seat leakage 43.2.2(c).
Pressure a low temperature overpressurization test at refuehng
Isolation (LTOP) condition. outages within 2 Ilowever, with respect to exercising the valves open prior to performing
Valves,8 in. years). the closure exercise, the liansee should refer to the discussion in the
check valves Full stroke or partial stroke exercising of evaluation for VO4)9 which describes the NRC staff position that the

all the branch run check valves with the ASME Code does not require full-stroke exercising open of a valve

1(2)S19004C Reactor Coolant System intact mund before verification of closure capability.
and D, lead to an inadvertent overpressurization
1 mops B and C of the system. De alternative method of The licensee should review the Valve Testing Program to assure that
flotleg protecting against overpressurization by testing of check valves is not unnecessarily deferred due to a
Outboard partial draining of the Reactor Coolant misinterpration of the ASME Code.
Pressure System to provide a surge volume is not
Isolation musidered a safety practice due to
Valves,2 in. mncerns of maintaining adequate water
check valves level above the reactor core.%erefore,

full flow testing of these check valves ,

'

1(2)SI9012A to must be performed with the reactor
D,Imops A to vessel head removed-

*

D Cold leg
Outboard
Pressure *

.
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Table 4.2 (Cent'd)
.

t

Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Ahernate Evaluation of Licensect Justification
Nou identification Valve Exercising "Ibsting

_m- ;

hVO- (Cont'd) Full stroke exercising of all the branch
04 run check valves will be dermonstrated

during the * Full Flow Test * at reactor ,
,

refueling while the reactor vesect head is !
'

. removed. Each loop is instrunnented to
obtais flow values. 'Ihe test simulates a tt

safety injection valve lineup for the *

Charyng and Safety injection Systems.i

Derefore, each branch run check valve
is verified to pass at least the minimum i

!

Esmeryncy Core Cooling System
required during a design basis accident !

(- required saident flow).

Sions these valves pargers a safety4

function in bash the open and closed

3 pnsition, the valves must be esercised to
*,

the opea position prior to the close ',

; esercise. Hus, these check valves will
be exercised closed at reactor refreling,
also.

t

his alternative will pronde adequate
assurance of the required level of safety'

and that operational readmess is
snaintained during this interval * ,
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Table 4.2 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ucensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of Ucensee's Justification

No. Identification Valve Exercising Testing

VO. 1(2)RII873WB M-62, Rev. "Ihese check valves cannot be full or * Full stroke It is impractical to part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves open

02 Outboard ItllR Al, (M-520, partial stroke exercised during unit exercising of all the quarterly because the shutoff head of the RilR pumps is lower than

injection Rev. AE) operation as the shutoff head of the branch run check the Reactor Coolant System pressure and also the valves are located

Prssure " Diagram of pumps is lower than Reactor Coolant valves will be downstream of the RIIR pumps miniumum flow recirculation lines.

Isolation Valves Residual IIcat System pressure. demonstrated by
Renxwal Unit total pump discharge it is impractical to part-stroke or full-stroke exercise these valves open

1(2)Ril8949A/B 1 (Unit 2)* Full stroke exercising of all the branch flow during refueling at cold shutdowns because this would require interrupting reactor decay

Inboard RilR run check valves with the Reactor while the reactor heat removal since during normal RilR pump operation, suction is

injection Coolant System depressurized but intact vessel head is drawn from the RCS hot legs and returned to the cold legs. To test

Prssure would not povide adequate surge removed these valves, the return flow to the RCS would again be to the hot legs.
,

Isolation Valves volume for influx from the RWST to
'

allow the RIIR injection system to reach De flow through De alternative provides full-stroke exercising to the open position at
design flow. %c ahernative method of each hot leg refueling outages in acxxwdance with OMa-1988 Part 1014 3.2.2(e).
providing a surge solume by partial injection line shall
draining of the Reactor Coolant System be verified by llowever, the licensee is verifying flow through each hot leg injection
is ncs considered a safe practice due to temporarily installed line by temporarily installing differential pressure gages and calculating
concerns of maintaining adequate water differential pressure the flow from the differential pressure. It is r.ot clear why the licensee

3 level above the reactor core. His gages and calculating would not use the flow transmitter FTbOO on the common header
testing also requires that all RIIR be the flow from the outside containment which supplies these parallel branch lines. He
injected through the hot legs only, differential licensee should verify whether that flow transmitter could be used and
thereby isolating coohng flow through pressure._ tevise the rehef request accordingly.
the reactor core.

Dese check valves Also, with respect to exercising the valves open prior to performing the
Full stroke exercising of all the branch will also be exercised closure exercise, the licensee should refer to the discussion in the

run check valves will be demonstrated closed at reactor evaluation for VO4)9 which describes the NRC staff position that the
by total pump discharge flow during refueling? ASME Code does not require full-stroke exercising open of a valve
refueling while the reactor vessel head is before verification of closure capability.
removed. His condition is required to
establish suction from the RWST and De licensee should review the Valve Testing Program to assure that
prowwle system flow conditions similar to testing of check valves is not unneassarily deferred due to a
design flow. misinterpration of the ASME Code.

De flow through each hot leg injection Additionally, the licensee should clearly idchiity under what conditions
line shall be verified by temporarily testing could be performed and cornmit to testing for those suitable
installed d(ferential prenure gages and situations?

Ncalculating the flow from the differential
pressure. ,

Since these valves perform a safety
function in both the open and closed

.

i
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Table 4.2 (Cent'd) ;
i
.

Itern Valve Drawing No. Ucenscei Justification for Deferring Proposed A!ernate Evaluation of Licensee) Justification *

No. Identification Valve Esercising 'Ihsting

VO- (Cont'd) pruition, the valves must be exercised to ;

02 the open position prior to the close
esercise. 'Ihese check valves will also be

*

esercised closed at reactor refueling.

'
' Ibis alternative will prorule adequate
assurance of the required level of safety .

, I
' and that operational reh is

maintained during this interval *
! i
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Table 4.2 (Cent *d)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ucensee's JustiGcation for Deferring Proposed Ahcrnate Evaluatico of Ucensee) Justification
No. Identification Valve Exercising Dating ,

.

VO- 1(2)S!8958, M 45, Rev. *lhese check valves cannot be * Full Dow exercising It is impractical to full-stroke exercise this valve open with the reactor
07 RilR Pumps AI, (M-522 full-stroke exercised open during unit of the suction check vessel head connected. During power operation, the RCS pressure

Suction from Rev. AE) operation as the shutoff head of the valve will be prevents the RilR pumps from injecting into the RCS.
RWST 12 in. " Diagram of pumps is lower than Reactor Coolant demonstrated by
check valve Safety System pressure, total pump discharge Also,it is impractical to part-stroke exercise this valve open quarterly

injection De valves cannot be partially stroked flow during refueling because this valve is upstream of the RIIR pumps mini-flow
System Unit I during normal operation when testing while the reactor recirculation line return to the suction of the RilR pumps.
(Unit 2)* the RIIR Pumps on mini-Daw vessel head is De alternative of opening $18735 to return the RIIR flow to the

recirculation. Alternative flow paths removed." RW5T would disable both trains of RilR, as discussed in the
were investigated and found unsuitable. evaluation for VC-09.
He eight inch recirculation line Per the Valve
(5:003-8*) to the RWST utilizing the Program Tables, this During cold shutdowns, injection into the RCS would require draining
RilR return valve S18735, dad not prove valve is exercised the RCS to provide a surge volume. His action could jeopardize
to be a prudent method to partial-stroke open at refueling control of reactor water level above the wrc.
exercise this valve quarterly and during outages (and

a mid shutdowns. De followmg are the exercised closed by Also, the RIIR pumps would have to be aligned to the RWST and not
C reasons for this determination: disassembly at to the RCS, thereby preventing RilR decay heat removal capability

refueling outages by during mid shutdown.
1. His is the only valve on the line that sample disassembly
provides isolation between the RilR of subject check De alternative provides full-stroke crercising to the open position at
System and the RWST. With this valve valve grouping under refueling outages in acmrdance with OM Part 101412.2(c).
open the RIIR System would be relief request VR-
rendered inoperable and not able to 04).
fulfill its design basis function during an
accident.

2. Manual operation of this valve would
require closure within 25 to 27 semnds
which is not possible due to valve size
and operator action requirements.

Full stroke exercising of the check valves
with the Reactor Coolant System
depressurized but intact could lead to an
inadvertent overpressurization of the

,

system.He ahernative method of '

providing a surge volume by partial
draining o'f the Reactor Coolant System *

is not considered a safe practice due to
mncerns of maintaining adequate water

.
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Table 4.2 (Cent *d)

liem Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Ersluation of Ucensee) Justirscation
No. Identification Valve Esercising Testing

.

V0-07 (Cont'd) level above the reactor wre.

In addition, the RIIR system is required "

to be in operation et all times to prtmde |
shutdown moting while in cold
shutdown. In this confquration, flow
through 518958 is not possible.

,

Full flow esercising of the suction check
valve will be dennoastrated by total
pump hege flow during refueling
while the reactor vessel head is
removed. This condition la required to
estabbsk suction froaa the RWST and
provide syntess flow condissoas similar to
design Dow."
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Table 4.2 (Cent'd)

Item Valve Drawing No. Ijansee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Ahernate Evaluation of Ucanace's Justification
No. Identification Valve Exercising % sting

V O- 1(2)lWOO62 A-39, Rev. *lhe IVSW check valves and piping *Ihese vahes will be Acxording to the UFSAR,9 6.2.4.4, the Isolation Valve Seal Water

06 1(2)lW0063, AA, (M-512 mnfiguration do not allow for case of exercised open as (IVSW) System provides a water seal at certain containment isolation

1(2)lWOO64 Rev. U), testing. He method used to test the stated abnve during valves during any condition which requires matainment isolation. Such

1(2)IWOO65, " Diagram of check valves on the automatically a refueling outage? valves are located in lines which could be exposed to containment

1(2)lWOO66 Isolation Valve actuated injection lines (IWOO62-69 atmosphere following a LOCA. He system injects seal water between
1(2)lWOO67, Seal Water 73-83. 90 95 IWOl81-186) requires the Per the Valve the seats and stem packing of globe and double-disk type isolation

1(2)1 WOO 68 Unit 1 (Unit initiation of IVSW and the observation Program Tables, valves and into the piping between other types of valves.

l(2)lWOO69 2)* of a pressure drop at each branch of the these valves are

1(2)IWOO70, main header. De method used to test exercised open at For lines which are connected to the RCS or that could mmmunicate
the check valves on the manually refueling outages. with the mntainment atmosphere and be void of water immediately

All of above are actuated injection lines (IWOMO 198) following a LOCA, isolation and seal water injection are automatically
0.5 in. IVSW requires the initiation of IVSW and the actuated. Automatic isolation and seal water injection are also
check valves. observation of the IVSW tank level provided for other components which can be exposed to reactor coolant

change. He applicable technique is or containment atmosphere through leakage or failure of a related hne
1(2)lWOO74, done on one check valve at a time until or componenL %c isolated lines are not required for postaccident
1(2)lWOO75, all valves have been tested. servia.
1(2)lWOO76,
1(2)lWOO77, De function of the IVSW system is to For lines that are normally filled with water and will remain filled

e3 1(2)lWOO78, pressurize each supply line so that if following a LOCA or lines which must remain in service for a time

f(2)1 WOO 79, leakage at these penetrations does exist, following a LOCA, isolation and seal water injection are manually
it will be from the seal water system into actuated. He seat water injection ensures a long term scal.

All of above are containment. He pressure introduced
0.38 in. IVSW is slightly higher than the containment He capacity of the system to deliver water in accordance with the
check valves post aaident design pressure. He high design was verified during the preoperational testing,

pressure air from the penetration
1(2)1W0080, pressurization system keep the IVSW De valves in question are check valves in the seal water supply path to

*1(2)1W0081, tank pressurized and maintains the valves at various containment penetrations. He check valves are
1(2)1W0082, required driving pressure for injection. simple check valves not equipped with position indication or external

1(2)! WOO 83, He system is not instrumented with operators.

l(2)lWOWO, flow indication because it is not needed,

1(2)lWOW5, nor is it necessary. No maximum For the automatically initiated portion, the licensee states that the
accident flow is applicable to these IVSW must be initiated and the pressure drop at each branch of the

All of the valves, however, an initial opening of the main header must be observed.
Above are 0.5 valve is required to pressurize the
in. IVSW check injectinn |ine. He flow that is required From each branch line, the check valves to be tested are located on
valves, to perform this function is confirmed parallel hub-branches leading to the individual mntainment isolation

during the test described above. valves to be served by the IVSW.

His testing rend:rs the system
. inoperable for 36 to 48 hours. His is

.

i
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Table 4.2 (Cent'd)

liem Valve Drawing No. I_nansee's Justification for Deferring Proposed Alternate Ibratuation of Ucensee's Justification

No. Identification Valve IIxercising Thsting

VO- (Cont'd) unacceptable during operation due to a It does not appear that the licensee's test method for the automatic

06 requirement in the Technical portions of the IVSW of initiating IVSW and observing the pressure

1(2)lW0181 to Specifications that the IVSW system be drop at each branch of the main header would properly verify flow for

IW0186, operable at all times. He IVSW cach individual check valve since the pressure drop cx>uld be caused by

System, and portions of the Chemical excessive flow through one valve and blocked flow in another valve.

All of above are and Volume Control System woukt

0 38 in. IVSW require draining thus rendering these For the manually initiated portion, the IVSW must be initiated and

check valves. systems inoperable. Furthermore, for the IVSW tank level must be observed indrvidually for each check valve

manuany actuated IVSW header, the until all valves have been tested. Testing renders the system inoperable

1(2)lW0198,0.5 Reactor Coolant Pumps would need to for 36 to 48 hours. His could extend the time for cold shutdowr.s by

in. IVSW check be shutdown to allow isolating the 48 hours or more.

valve. Component Cooling Water return flow
from the Reactor Coolant Pumps. The licensee states that the Technical Specifications require that the

IVSWS be operable at all times. In actuality,6 3.9.1.A and C of the
It is unaccrptable to test these valves Technical Specifications state that the IVSWS shall be operable unless
during cold shutdown for the following the reactor is in the cold shutdown cx>ndition except that any one
additional reasons: header of the IVSWS may be inoperable not to exceed four mnsecutive

days during reactor operation to permit maintenana.

I)De test resuhs in 0.5 man rem ofw
radiation exposure for each test. Nevertheless,it is excessively burdensome to test these check valves

2) De IVSW System requires flushing open quarterly or during cold shutdowns because of the time
to prevent the intrusion of impurities, consuming nature of the testingr
This is a burden on the radwaste system.
3) Each valve test requires the same For the automatically initiated portions of the IVSW System,it is
setup,i.e. draining and flushing. He acxxplable to defer testing to refueling outages in amordance with OM
plant would have to remain shutdown Part 1014.3 2.2(c). Ilowever, the licensee should revise the test
for at least 48 hours to perform this procedure to a method which would verify positively that each
testing, A significant amount of time is individual ch ck valve opens during testing.
required for pre and post test setup and
could delay a return to power. Also,it For the manually initiated portions of the IVSW System, the [ Thel
would be impractical to start this test alternatrve provides full-stroke exercising to the open position during
(which includes the above valve scxype) refueling outages in accordance with OM Part 1014.3.2.2(e).
without performing each valve test.

Also the hcensee should verify that these valves,whether in the
These valves will be exercised open as automatic,or manual portions of the IVSW System,do not perform a
stated above during a refueling outage. safety fundtion in the closed position, since the Containment Isolation
His alternative will provide adequate cxxnponents to which the IVSW check valves are connected include ,
assurance of crintinued operational Pressure Isolation Valves and other high energy line valves such as for
readiness of the check valves and the RCP seal water supply line and the CVCS letdown line.
maintain the required level of safety?

.
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table 4.1 (Cent *d)

!Item Valve Drawing No. Licensee's Justification fu Deferring Proposed Alternate Evaluation of 13censee% Justincation
; No Identification Valve Esercising heting . *

,

i
Containment Isolation Valve System '

vo- 1(2)CS0005/CSO M-44, Rev.11 'All these containment isolation valves ' Consequently, the 'Ihe only available method for testing these valves is by leak testing, it'

to 009/ CS0013, (M.514, Rev. are simple check valves that have no entainment is impractical to test these valves closed quarterly or during cold
Cont. Spray AF), position indication. A leak test will be isolation valves listed shutdowns because the valves and test connections are located inside .i,

Pumps performed to verify closure. To test win be esercised containment and the licensee has demonstrated that an undue burden
. Admission 10 M-87, Rev. 1(2)D19158,10)PR0029, Ip)ROO47, closed every - would esist to leak test these valves during cold shutdown because of +

in. check valves AB, and 10)S18933 on a quarterly basis refueling outap, not extended time requered for the shutdown and additional radiation ,

would require a containment entry to esceed two years. esposure to personnel For ROO79, mntainment entry would be !

1(2)D19158, M-70-1, Rev. during reactor operation to manually as directed by required to instar sf-e*=* tinages which would isolate the pressure !
Nitroyn Supply . AN, close these valves. As for 1(2)CS0005, 10CFR50 Appendia - relief apabilities of the ECCS pumps. |

'

to RCDT 1 in. 1(2)CS0009, and 1(2)O0013, a J leak rate testing / |
check valve M-53 Rev. ---- at entry to manonuy blank off De ahernative provides full-stroke exercising to the closed position at

i AV, the Cg.a,-a,= ge header would be Per the Valve refueling outays in accordanz with OM Part 1014.3.2.2(c).
1(2)PR0029, required. Testing these 14 valves during Propam Tables. |

; Cont. Air M45. Rev. cold shutdown would result in CS0005,CS0009,
Sampling A1, (M-522, unnecessary delays in unit startup and and CS0013 are'

S Blower Rev. AE) an unneassary accumulation of esercised open
Discharge CIV, radiation done.1(2)RC8079 also would quarterly and i

3

1 in. check valve require a containment entry, but to exercised closed at

j instar spectacle Ganys in order to refueling omtays {
1(2)RC8047, isolate the test area. As such,this -a

PRT Nitrogen would eliminate the relief capabilities of D19158, PR0029,
Supply 0.75 in, the ECCS pumps. Dus,in order to test ROO47, and SI8933,

check valve these valves, the reactor head must be are esercised closed
removed which is only done during a at refuehag outages.

1(2)RC8079, refueling outage. Consequently, the .

ECCS containment isolation valves listed will RC8079 is esercased.

Discharge Line be esercised closed every refueling closed at refueling.

to PRTCIV,4 outage, not to emoced two years, as omtays and
; in. check valve directed by 10CFR50 Appendix J leak escramed open at
| rate testing / refueling outages by

,

1(2)SI8933, samplea===-nibly j
Accumulator of the subgect check

. Nitroyn Supply ; vela groupang (as
! CIV,1 in. check per relief request - 'a

; valve VR44).
, ,
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